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Ш-КЛятрИг, В. Lukács, a Раек Phenomenotogy of cosmic phase tremSJor« KFK11969 64m 

AsKTBACT 

The evoMlon of the cosmic matter from Pfanck temperature to the atomic combination 
temperature * considered from a phenomenoiogtcl view point. Particular empheett to devoted to 
the sequence of cosmic phew trensMcm. The Metkmery era at me temperature of the order of 
megrendunWottofi energy scale and тлдфЛитсЫотоОутшгКсотшгълптпл^твошлЛ 
wtm in some detail. 

Б. Кэмпфер, Б. Аукач, Г. Паал: Феноменология космических фвэоаых переходое. 
KFKI-1989-6VB 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Эволоция космической материи от лленковской темперетурм до температурм 
атомной рекомбинации рассмотрена в рамках феноменологического подхода. Ос бое 
внимание уделено последовательности космических ееэоемх переходое. Детально 
анализируются инфляционный этап при температурах порядке энергии больвой уни
фикации и переход к комфайнменту. 

Kampfer В., Lukács В., Paál Оу.: Kozmikus fázisátmenetek fenomenológlá)a KFK11989 64/B 
KIVONAT 

Feromenologlkus nézőpontból áttekintjük s kozmikus anyag törtenetét Planck hőmérséklettől 
шг atomok kMakulásáig, különös tefclnfeilel a fáztoátmenefekre. Részletesen tárgyaljuk a Nagy 
Egyesítés hőmérsékletskáláján feHépő inflációt éa a kvantum színdlnemlkel kvarkbezáró átmenetet 



1. IMTRCDUCTJOH 
During the last decade the field of cosmology has received surprisingly Mich 
attention. The reasons far this are K*nyfold. On one side, some cornerstones 
Of a theoretical cosaologlcal framework have long been established. E.g. Ein
stein's theory of gravitation is test-J to a high accuracy; the detection of 
U w 2.7 К background radiation and U s interpretation as red-shifted black-
body radiation as well as the interpretation of the red shift of distant 
galaxies and quasi-stellar objects as expansion of the Universe have tempted 
«•• to accept the "hot standard nodel*. This notion means a previously hot 
«ad dens* Universe, which, at least in the latter tines, expanded and cooled. 
lbs understanding of the primordial nucleosynthesis, supplemented by a satis
factory understanding of the stellar evolution processes, fits well in this 
picture of an evolving Uhiver«.-. The Friedmann model seems to represent a 
staple mathematical node] for extrapolating back into the past. Relying on 
tton knowledge of elementary p» г tide families, such as leptons, hadrons and 
photons, known froa laboratory experiments, one can go back up to tempera-
tarts of T « 100 MeV (a 10 к>. This era is well described in the standard 
textbooks (cf.11-4] and further references therein). 

On the other side, with the development of elementary particle physics, 
one becomes aware that at temperatures T ш 200 MeV the strongly interacting 
particles, i.e., the hadrons, should dissolve into quarks and gluons. At even 
higher temperatures (T * too O V ) the electromagnetic and weak interactions 
should unify. Relying on essential building blocks of the theory of strong 
interaction (i.e., the Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)) and the electroweak 
interaction (i.e., the GlashowWeinberg-Salam theory), the theoreticians 
tried to develop a unified theory of all interaction types, the so-called 
Grand Unified Theory (GUT). The typical energy scales of it are far outside 
of laboratory reach. So the Universe in itself becomes a laboratory for tes
ting the physical consequences of the new hypothetical unifying theory. The 
new theory predicts some -jsmic phenomena which are in themselves interesting 
and. siiprisingly, seem to help in solving longstanding problems in cosmology. 

With some caution one can sketch, for a rough orientation and as a working 
hypothesis, the cosmic evolution as displayed in Fig.1 [5-9], Somewhat lo
osely and tentatively spoken, we name the era from the Planck temperature 
(Tri« 10 GeV) down to the confinement transition the New Standard Scenario. 
The conditions for the creation of the Universe are rather unsettled and mat
ters of high-brow speculation. Therefore, we start here a possible cosmo
graphy at Planck temperature and follow the cosmic evolution after the Big 
Bang. 

Below the Planck temperature down to the confinement temperature there 
happened a sequence of phase transitions, wherein the symmetries of funda
mental interactions and abundances of dominant particles changed; 
(i) At Tour a 10 GeV the strong and electroweak interactions separate, 
i.e., the symmetry between these interactions is broken. In connection with 
the dominant role of a scalar Higge field, an inflationary epoch is caused 
during this symmetry breaking. 
(11) At some temperatures there are indications that the symmetry between the 
bosonic and the fermionic fundatue \tal constituents of matter breaks down. 
The energy scales and details are rather uncertain. Then there seems, ac
cording to our present understanding, a huge gap (the "desert") in the energy 
and temperature scales, where nothing of interest appears to happen, 
(iii) At the electroweak tempera ure scale T*w • 100 GeV the symmetry of 
electromagnetic and weak interactions breaks down. Since this energy range is 
in the present laboratory reach in recent years the possible phenomena re
lated to this symmetry breaking are under serious consideration, 
(iv) At QCD energy scale, given by TQCD * ZOO MeV, the quarks and gluons 
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coagulate during the conf inement transition, and the hadrons build up. 
Т Ы « is tht rant* of temperatures we ara going to consider in the prasant 

paper from a plMnoaanological view point. For a aora datailad and field-
tkaoratical aimed presentation we rafar the raadar to the recent monographies 
U.71. The particular point of our paper is that we consider the cosmic evo
lution from a phtnoaenologlcal (i.e., mainly thermodynamlcal) view point. 
Special emphasis is given to the phtnoaenology of the cosalc phee*? transi
tions, lie sjentlon that, in particular for the CUT and supersymmetric transi
tions, mainly field theoretical aspects have been investigated in a lot of 
Important and interesting papers. But the themodyneaical aspects seem to be 
dealt with rather spare. So we hope to fill a gap with our paper. In particu
lar we present extensive numerical studies of a phenomenologlcal (i.e., 
tlm>rmo-hydrodynmmicml) description of the cosmic phase transitions on quite 
different energy scmles. 

Dictated by tht available material we concentrate mainly on the Inflati
onary epoch in the very early Universe at Tour and on the cosmic confinement 
transition. - He apologize to colleagues if we do not quote their work, but 
there is a tremendous amount of papers on cosmology so that we are forced to 
cite only the publications closely related to our subject. 

Our paper is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we present the general 
phanomanological framework, including Einstein's theory of gravitation, the 
standard relativlstic dissipttive thermo-hydrodynamics and the Friedmann 
model. Chapter 3 deals with the phenomenological description of phase tran
sitions. Disslpetive effects during phase transitions and issues of the nuc-
leatlon theory are considered. Chapter 4 covers various aspects of the equa
tion of state. Starting from general thermodynamic considerations, including 
first-order phase transitions and spontaneous symmetry breaking, we go 
through some seal-quantitative considerations of the equation of state froa 
Planck temperature, GUT and electroweak energy scale temperatures down to the 
QCD confinement temperature and refer also to super string material. Some re
marks on matter-antimatter, two-phase nuclear matter and plasma-gas mixture 
on atomic energy scales are given. This chapter is the basis for considering 
the temporal evolution of the cosmic matter. The sequence of cosmic phase 
transitions is considered in Chapter 5 where, at different levels and appro
ximations, various scenarios are dealt with. Most attention is devoted to the 
inflationary evolution at the GUT temperature. The monopolé problem and gene-
nil ideas of inflation as well as particular realizations of inflationary 
models ( such ms inflation before and during the symmetry breaking, inflation 
without supercooling) are described. The cosmic confinement transition is 
dealt with in sose detail. The summary and conclusions are given in Chapter 6 

2. GENERAL PHENOMENOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 
2.1. Einstein's equations of gravitation / 
The aim of this chapter is to describe the framework of all further con
siderations. As stated in the Introduction we restrict here ourselves on the 
Einstein theory of gravitation. The field equations 

G I J « к T I J, кл » 8«C/c*, (1) 
о о 

with G being Newton's gravitational constant, are in general highly non
linear second-order partial differential equations for the ten metric coef
ficients g • g which enter into the Einstein tensor 

G " - R , J - | g U R Í2) 
according to the definition of the Ricci tensor R I J and the curvature scalar -
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*,J«RM,4i- * = *'Ч, О) 
being bullt up fro« the curvature tensor 

by the Christoffel symbols 
r . . - 1 « l n <«.*., • « w - Vn>- ( 5 ) 

Ни** we use the standard Index notation, and standard rules for Index gym
nastics, and a prime denotes partial derivative. A detailed presentation of 
the subject of this chapter can be found In Refs. [1-4,10]. 

2.2. Itmndsrd relativistic disstpative tbenao-hvdrodynaaics 
The Einstein equations (1) are Insofar phenomenologlcal equations, as the 
rhs. I.e., the source of gravitation. Is given by the symmetric phenomeno-
leglcsl energy momentum tensor T , J. Its calculation from first principles for 
different media Is of permanent interest. Here we restrict ourselves to the 
pure phenomenological description of matter, i.e., we adopt a thermo-
hydrodynamlcal description. Within such a framework the energy-momentum ten
sor of a fluid obeys the 3+1 decomposition according to a time-like unit vec
tor field u\ 

u 1 u = -1, (6) 
T , J - e u 1 u J • q' u J + u 1 q J + p , J, (7) 

where q 1 ui - „') p ui = 0, and q is an energy flux 3-vect.or (i.e., orthogonal 
to u ) and p is the spatial stress tensor The vector field u is Just the 
four velocity of the matter under consideration; if q = 0 then the eigen
value of the energy-momentum tensor belonging to the time-like eigenvector u 
is the energy density e of the matter, 

e u 1 = -T I J u . (8) 
There is seme "gauge" degree of freedom fen the identification of the direc
tion of u': 

Landau gauge: u is parallel to the energy current (then q = 0); (9a) 
Eckart gauge: и is parallel to the baryon current 

(then the barton current Is n = n u ). (9b) 
In a charge-symmetric medium, obviously Def.(9a) is to be chosen, while In a 
med!»* with a conserved charge (9b) is sometimes more useful. The other quan
tities entering eq.(7) are: 

the heat current: q k = к (T + T u u') P J k, (10) 

the stress tensor: p , J = P P , J + p u , p 1
 f = 0. (11) 

Eq.(11) defines the Isotropic spatial stress part as dynamical pressure P; 
the termodynamical pressure p Is in general a part of it. The latter one is 
subject of thermodynamics (or statistics), as the temperature T whose gra
dients give rise for the heat current. We emphasize this point, because some
times some confusion Is caused by dealing with the dynamical pressure (see 
below). The quantity P , J is the projector with the definition and the pro
perties 

P " « g l j + u V , P U P « P J , P , J u = 0 . 
e ' Ik k' j ,. 

All remaining effects are covered by the stress tenser part p . The known 
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•near and bulk viscosity effects are lineer in the velocity gradltnts 
p " - p " - , (u1

 fc p " - « \ P» - \ u' , P 1'). 
P - P • P - С » , (12) 

(a semicolon denotes the covariant derivative). With » I J. * 0 and p « 0 (i.e., 
bigner order effects in the gradients are neglected), the energy momentum 
tensor (7) defines an isotropic, Newtonian (i.e., linear heat conduction ef
fects) sodium, say, a fluid or a gas. To complete the set of needed equa
tions, and also to make the link to the thermodynamics, one has to define the 
entropy current 

s 1 « s u 1 • q'/T. 113) 
Ibis altogether is named standard relativistic dlssipative hydrodynamics. 

While on one hand it is deeply anchored in the phenomenology, it can be de
rived also from the lowest-order kinetics (say, Boltzmaim equation). The lat
ter -approach makes it clear that the range of applicability is restricted to 
•sdia being sufficiently near to local equilibrium. 

As the phenomenological theory stands, it contains a local equilibrium 
part, defined by the equation of state, say in the form 

e « e(s,n), (14) 
which is dealt .with in Chapter 4, and the dlssipative or non-equilibrium 
part, whose strength is controlled by the transport coefficients 

к: coefficient of the heat conductivity, (15a) 
C: coefficient of the bulk viscosity, (15b) 
a: coefficient of the shear viscosity, (15c) 

which are accessible in kinetic theories or have to be fixed phenomenologi
cal ly. The equation of state and the transport coefficients admit a large 
flexibility of the thermo-hydrodynanical description of matter. The form of 
the entropy current (13) ensures the fulfillment of the second law of thermo
dynamics 

7 m s* « <C u 1 ,2 • p , Jp,/2n + (1/кТ) P , J q, q,)/T * 0 (16) $ * »• * J »J 
as long as the transport coefficients are positive semidefinite. 

Recently one has become aware that the standard relativistic disslpativ» 
hydrodynamics seems to show up some instabilities [11). To avoid them the de
finition of the entropy current (13) has been modified by including higher 
order gradients and cross terms too [12]. We also mention the possibility to 
include higher order gradient terms in the stress tensor parts p ' and p 
which result in the Burnett equations. 

In the present paper we take as basis the standard relativistic dissipn-
tive thermo-hydrodynamics as defined by eqe. (6-16) with p J • 0 and p - 0 
and the Einstein equations (1-5). 

The integrablllty conditions for the Einstein equations, G J
fj - 0 (being the contracted Blanchl Identities), ensure the equations of motion of the 

matter 
T I J - 0. (17) 

(J 
Since T , J is determined not only by the matter properties (i.e., by pure 
thermodynamical and transport properties), but also, due to the self-
consistency of the theory, by metric quantities (here g J ) , eqe.(17) have to 
be solved together with (1), to determine the motion of matter in its own 
gravitational field. 
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projection of eq.(17) onto the direction of the four velocity results 
In the energy balance equation 

T*J , u - 0 (18) 

which takes the form 
• u 1 • (e • P) u 1 • q1 • q* u u 3 • p,J;J u » 0. (18') 
»• { • • ' '»J • 

Вв.. fit') is the differential fomulatlon of the first law of thermodynamics 
la fora of a balance equation for the internal energy. The projection of eq. 
C17) onto the u -orthogonal direction gives the Euler-Navler-Stokes equations 

T»'{J P„ « 0 (19) 
«tuen take the fora 

u u J » P (e • P)" 1 • dissipative teres, (19*) 
•s J •" 

thus expressing the fact that the pressure gradient drives a change of the 
velocity. 

Once accepting the above described framework, one has already introduced 
considerable simplifications. E.g., one restricts the motion of cosmic matter 
to a unique velocity field. One could however imagine, that there are dif
ferent velocity fields, e.g., one belonging to the decoupled neutrino back
ground, another one belonging to the photon background and a third one de
scribing the condensed matter (say, galaxies). Such multifluid or multicom
ponent models are considered in another context in Ref.(131, but in cosmology 
up to now it has not yet been dealt with. Anyway, viscous effects and 
coupling of the fluid components lead to velocity equilibration. 
2.3. Friedaann cosmology 
It is at present impossible to solve the Einstein equations (1) In general 
(cf. [10] for a survey of analytical solutions). So one has to Impose fargolng 
simplifications concerning the space-time symmetry. Usually one adopts the 
cosmologlcal principle : no region and no direction in the cosmic space are 
preferred. It means that the space is homogeneous and isotropic. This state
ment translates Into SO(4) or E(3) or S0(3,1) symmetries of the space-time. 
With this isometry the invariant square of the infinitesimal distance In the 
pseudo-Rlemannlan space then simplifies to 

ds 2 - g dx1 dxJ (20) 
* - dt 2 • R(t) 2 (dr2 • x(D 2ld« 2 • sin2« d*2]}, 
« - dt 2 • R(t)2((l-kr2)"1 dr 2 + r2(d«2 + sin2« d* 2). 

where X " «in г (к * 1) or г (к * 0) or sinn r (к = -1). Eq.(20) Just fixes 
the Robertson-Walker metrics. The cases к • +1, 0, -1 correspond to closed, 
flat and open 3-spaces, respectively. In those spaces one can transform the 
four velocity to a comoving coordinate system 

u 1 - в 1. (21) 
о 

Then the Einstein equations reduce to the Friedmann equations 
R • - (e • 3 P) R (4sG/3), (22) 
R - (e R 2 (8sG/3) - k ] 1 / 2 . (23) 

In the early stages of the Universe one can often neglect the difference of 
open, closed and spatial flat universes and uses к = 0 11-4]. Then, the 
Friedaann equations read 
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C22') 
123*) 

Hej» 1.22 1 0 м GeV teil« the Planck M M S . Replacing 
Р by U M theimodynamical pressure p one recovers the 

FriHBiiiii equations for the perfect fluid. Ess. (12,22.23) nprttMt ths dyna
mical basis of all following considerations of ths präsent paper. 

If there are conserved currents ( such as baryonlc or electric or leptonle 
0 the dynamical equations have to be supplemented by the corresponding 

itlon laws 
Cu1 V\i" 0' (24) 
« denotes the charge sort. In the Robertson-Walker netrlcs with u'|i« 
eq.(24) takes ths for» 
n R* - const. (24') 

ÄST 
«newt*» 

Э. WOOCMOLOCICAL DESCRIPTION OP PHASE TRMOTXWATION WNAMICS 
As us stated in the Introduction, and aa it will be discussed in the next 
chapters in sore explicit for», the cosmic satter undergoes during its evolu
tion a sequence of phase transitions. To include these phase transformations 
into ths treatment wt need a generic phenomenological framework, which is de
scribed in the present chapter. It should be noted that such a description 
bss been applied mainly in the case of the OjCD confinement transition (set 
Chapter 5), while, beside a few very qualitative considerations of the else-
troweak and GUT transformation, most authors concentrate on the field theo
retical aspects. That is, they follow the evolution of the most important 
fields In the background metrics and consider, e.g., the decay or tunneling 
of the false vacuum. This is adequate for individual bubbles, tout has limited 
value for the whole cosmic matter. Since we are mainly interested in averaged 
volume properties of cosmic matter, we concentrate on bulk properties and not 
so much on individual bubbles. 

3,1. Mssipmtive effects during phase transitions 
Por perfect, one-component, one-phase media the evolution proceeds adiabati-
cally, i.e., the coaoving entropy (s) enhancement, 

С • s R 3 <вл Р. 3)" 1, (25) 
о о 

fulfills С " 1, where so and Ro denote some reference values. In perfect, but 
multi-phase aedia some entropy production can go on. According to ths cosmo-
logical principle we introduce, for ths case of a two-phase medium, the large 
seels averaging 

s • x ej • (1 - x) s a (26) 
and analogously for all other densities, such as pressure or entropy, Th* 
quantity x describes ths volume fraction occupied by the phase 1. x • 1, 0 
correspond to purs phases 1 or 2, respectively, while 0 < x < 1 describes the 
mixture. Eq.(26) is a bulk approximation, i.e., surface effects are assumed to 
be negligible. Then, by using eqs. (13,26) and th* thermodynamic relations for 
ths individual phases (see Chapter 4), one finds for the tntropy source 
strength in a charge-symmetric medium (141 

r • s * 3 (R/R) s 
- 2(TJ • T a ) M ((p, - P a) x • (Tt - Ta)(A • 3(R/R)AJ>, (27) 
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4 - x a - (1-х) s 2. 
(Por the general с а м of media with conserved charge a tern « (pi- да) lu 
atand« for the chemical potential) alt» enters (15)). It aeans that tempera
ture and pressure differences of Jhe phases drive the entropy production. In 
an afulllbrlua phase transition. «r « 0. the Glbbs conditions are fulfilled: 

T, - T 2. p t • p 2. |i, ' M,- (28) 

3.2. H| паи lea of the efcmae transition 
Ma consider in the present paper first-order phase transitions. To close the 
eat of dynaaical equations, one oust specify the phase transition kinetics, 
I.«., a dynaaical equation for the phase weight x has to be iaposed. As known 
fro» "every day experiences'*, phase transformations are complex phenomena. 
They can be successfully described in effective phenomenologlcal theories 
(cf. (16-18) for reviews). Here we try to retain the advantages of such effec
tive descriptions and, therefore, operate with notions which have been proven 
adäquate. For attempts to support the used notions in field theoretical ap
proaches to dense matter we refer the interested reader to Ref.(19) with 
further references therein. 
3.2.1. Relaxation time approximation 
The simplest ansatz for the dynamics of the phase weight is the relaxation 
tine approximation 

к - -(x - x ) / T , (29) 
where та is the typical time scale for the phase transformation. Eq.(29) is 
conform to the general scheme of theraodynair.ics that a generalized current 
(hare x) is driven by the force (here x - xeq) which acts into the direction 
of restoring the equilibrium. Obviously, eq,(29) covers only linear pheno
mena, i.e., situations being not too far from equilibrium. Beside of the de
termination of the relaxation time TR (and its possible dependence on the 
state variables), also the definition of the corresponding equilibrium state 
x*t is somewhat ambiguous. One useful ad hoc assumption is to take xeq as the 
equivalent equilibrium state, as would be represented by the actual indepen
dent thermodynamlcal state variables (29]. 
3.2.2. Issues of the classical mcleation theory 
A more detailed description of the phase transformation dynamics is given by 
the classical nucleation theory. Here one Introduces the following notions: 
(i) probability of creating a bubble or nucleus of the new phase per unit 
•pace and time [19,20] 

w • w 0 exp{ - 16 я <r3/ 3 T (pt - p 2 ) 2 ), (30) 
(ii) growth velocity of the bubbles 

v • vUhermodynamical state variables), (31) 
(Hi) kinetics of filling th» space with the new phase 

x • f(w,v,R , . . . ) . (32) 
О 

While the detailed presentation of the given Issues Is in Itself already 
rather complex (see below), one should keep in mind that the classical nuc-
leatlon theory is an effective phenemenological description of the trans-

We use the notions bubbles and nuclei as synonyms. 
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formation in terse of strongly simplified notions. E.g., the nucleatlon pro
bability neglects the feedback of the environment; also the growth velocity 
Is assumed to be independent of the surrounding. Also the kinetics Is, up to 
now, for macroscopic setter under laboratory conditions a setter of debate 
116.21]. Nevertheless, in «any laboratory experiments the nucleation theory 
has proven as powerful 1 and adequate description. 

The nucleatlon probability w rests heavily on the notion of the surface 
tension о-. Standard estimates [201 point to 

9 ш * T 3 (33) 
О »q 

Пщ is the critical temperature for the phase equilibrium where the condi
tions (28) are fulfilled). A more involved dependence of a- on state variables 
Is discussed in Refs. (16-18). For the GUT medium, some estimates (also for 
the nucleatlon probability) can be found in Ref.[19), while [22] estimates r 
for the QCD meriluc Other estimates are presented in Ref. (23). 

Also the pre-exponential factor wo in the nucleation probability is a mat
ter of debate [16,19]. Supported by dimensional arguments (we employ h « с « 
1 in this chapter), here we use 

w„ - wrt T \ (30') 
О О «q 

We assume wo «0(1) (for further estimates cf. (19)). 
A simple way to include the time lag Is to use the replacement 

w(t) * w(t - t R) (30") 
where tR is the relaxation time. It means that there is some time delay for 
building the fluctuations which form the bubbles or nuclei. Properly one 
should consider the dynamics cf bubbles in the space of bubble radii [24]. To 
avoid too complicated basic formulae one use*often the stationary nucleation 
rate w(t) and Includes the time lag to repair too strong simplifications. 

Eq.(30) incorporates only the thermal fluctuations. At low temperatures 
the quantum fluctuations become Important (cf.[19]). We impose here a 
very simple way to include them via 

w » w* Q for T < T* and w < w* Q, (30") 
ther 

where estimates of Q are given in Ref.[251. The starred quantities denote 
the corresponding values at the maximum of w which is situated typically at T • W 2 . 

The bubbles we consider here are just the critical bubbles with radius 
R - 2 <t / (p, - p j . (34) 

These bubbles are the first ones which are stable and can growth further. 
Estimates of possible bubble growth velocities are given in Refs.[19,26-

28). Since we are dealing here with an effective description, a convenient 
parameterization of the growth velocity should include the Halting cases: at 
T Ф Т«ч bubbles must not grow [27,28], and at T + 0, after some time, the 
bubbles expand with light velocity [21]. We exploit here the ad hoc para-
seterlzatlon 

with different values of k. 
v - (1 - Т/Т Г (ЗГ) 

с 

3.2.3. Phase transformation dynamics 
In the present paper we use for the nucleation dynamics mainly the Avraml ap
proximation [16,19,21,25,30] 

X • 1 - exp(-h), 
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h « --- Si dx w(x) R ( T ) 3 [R (T)/R(T) • Sl dfl v(0)/R«»] 3 (32*) 3 0 с Т 
with the additional approximation Re * 0. This equation can be derived by 
starting from the "balance" equation 

Vit) « ~ (V - V (t)) w(t) R (t) 3 (35) 
2 3 2 с 

• 4я v(t) J* dT (V - V (T)) W(T) [R (T) + J 1 d« v(a] 2, 
0 2 с Т 

which expresses the fact that the volume V2U), occupied by the phase 2, 
changes according to the creation of new bubbles with radius Re and according 
to the growth of bubbles already created at earlier times т < t. The point is 
that nucleatlon can happen only In the unoccupied volume V - V2(t). A solu
tion of eq.(35) is displayed in Fig.2 for the special case T = const. One ob
serves the overshoot V2 > V after some time. This insanity stems from the 
fact that eq.(35) counts the occupied volume in an incorrect way, i.e., nuc
lei can grow in nuclei. To repair this defect one must include a diminished 
growth rate when nuclei touch. This can be done by replacing the volume ex
haustion factor V - V2(r) by its maximum value V - V2(t). Then after dividing 
by V (assumed to be constant for the moment being, x = I-V2/V) one arrives at 

-x(t) = « x(t) w(t) R (t) 3 (36) 
3 с 
+ 4я v(t) J 1 dr VÍT) [R (T) + fl do v(5)J2. 

О с Т 
3 

Introducing the coordinate volume via w =» w R , Re => Rc/R, v =» v/R and in
tegrating we arrive at eq.(32') (for other "der ivat ion" see Ref.[251). 

A solution of eq. (36) is displayed in Fig. 2, again for T = const. One ob
serves that, in the very beginning of the phase transformation, both appro
ximations coincide, but differ in completing the phase transformation. The 
Avrami approximation (36) approaches smoothly to the complete filling of the 
space with the new phase. One can characterize the difference of the approxi
mations (35) and (36) as follows. The Avrami approximation (32",36)is just 
the replacement of the volume exhaustion factor V - Уг{х) in the integrant of 
eq. (35) by its maximum, thus taking into account the so-called surface ex
haustion (cf.[21] for the discussion of these issues), while neglecting any 
surface exhaustion one is lead to the Ruckenstein-Ihm approximation (35). 
This and other approximations are systematically studied in [21,291. 

Extensive Monte Carlo simulations of the nucleatlon process 121} point to 
the fact that the Avrami approxima* ';« is more adequate than the Rucken
stein-Ihm approximation. But this ment holds only In case of a fixed 
volume V. In the expanding Universe a Monte Carlo simulation of the nuclea-
tion process is n-Ч available. We, therefore, use beside eq. (32' ) also the 
Ruckenstein-Ihm approximation which reads In the coordinate formulation 

x • 1 - 1 ! J 1 dt X(T) W(T) R(T) 3[R (T)/R(T) • Sl d« v(3)/R(6)]3 (32") 
3 0 с Т 

This equation follows from eq.(35) by using x instead of V2U), integrating 
and introducing the coordinate space effects. Eq.(32") is an Integral equa
tion of Volterra type II. This makes no harm since we fir-i it convenient to 
rewrite eqs.(32',32") into differential equations of fourth order [30] and 
solve them together with eqs.(22,23) by standard procedures. 

We also mention that It would be desirable to derive the bubble spectrum 
and its time evolution. But unfortunately, iL turns out that this problem has 
not yet been solved satisfactory (for an attempt cf.129]). One difficulty is 
that the derived bubble spectra must be consistent with eq. (32') or (32"). At 
the very beginning of the phase transformation the naive estimate for the 
average bubble radius 
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R(t) « {3 R(t) 3 (1 - x) / j£ dx w(x) R(x) 3} t / 3 (37) 

Is quite correct, but not at the end of the transition. The Monte Carlo simu
lation [21] indicates that at the very end of the transformation large bub
bles "eat up" the smaller ones, and also the growth is no longer spherically 
symmetric. The naive application of the Issues which we used to write down 
•qs.(35,36) predict too many small bubbles. So one must postpone the highly 
interesting problems of bubble spectra, mean scales of the inhomogénéities 
and so on to future studies. 

Finally we mention two delicate problems. The first one is the splnodal 
decomposition of an unstable phase (cf.[18] for recent reviews); such beha
vior of matter is not included in our phenomenological approach. At the spi-
nodals the region of metastabillty terminates and the matter becomes un
stable. Formally this corresponds to <rt> # 0. However, as discussed in Ref. 
[18] the notion of bubbles makes then tu sense. For estimates of the transi
tion probability in that case (sometimes called " outside the thin wall ap
proximation") see Ref.[191. Second, in deriving the nucleation probability 
(30) one assumes that the old and new phases are in thermal equilibrium. In a 
fast expanding system or for fast expanding bubbles there might be not enough 
time for the thermal equilibration processes. Thus, one expects at least two 
different temperatures. Attempts to derive them meet considerable problems. 
In Ref. [29] an additional relaxation process for the temperatures har been 
introduced. In Chapter 5 we also discuss some ways of how to handle different 
temperatures. 

4. EQUATION OF STATE 

4.1. The Variables / Thermodynamics 

Consider a thermodynamic system whose full set of extensives is denoted by 
<X >. For a rough orientation, this set is thought to consist of volume V, 
energy E and particle numbers N. Now, the total information about lts^hermo-
dynamlc behavior is described by the form of the entropy function S(X ) [31]. 
Ref.[31] gives criteria to check whether the set Is redundant, incomplete or, 
possibly, contradictory. However, as immediately will be seen, thle question 
Is unimportant here. 

Extensives are additive when subsystems in equilibrium are added. This is 
true for entropy as well (surface terms are negligible for macroscopic sys
tems), so the Euler identity 

S - £ X я (3S/3X*) < 3 8> 
holds. Now, introduce the derivatives, the so-called intensives, as well, 

Yj« ÖS/ЭХ1 i 3 9 ) 

then the Euler identity gets the form 
S « I Y„ X й. < 4 0> 

Then, by differentiation, 
ds - £ (as/axR) dx* « E Y R dXR. (4D 

On the other hand, from eq.(40), 
OS - £ Y RdX R • £ X й dYR. <42> 

Consequently, 
E X я dY R - 0, i 4 3 ) 

known as Gibbs-Duhem relation [31]. 
Eq.(38) can be Integrated as 
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S » V six 1/" ж х 1 ) . 
V • X o, I = 1.2.... (44) 

Therefore we do not have to explicitly use the volume any more. 
The entropy S, depending on the X 's is called the thermodynamic potential 

In the entroplc convention. One may use the energlc one as well, by the ex
change of the -oles of energy and entropy. So, we can take a set {X > con
sisting of volume, entropy and particle numbers, and then the potential is 
the energy E, depending on them. 

Remaining still in entropic convention, one may ask, how to determine the 
potential function S(X ) for a given kind of matte' . The answer is that with
out extra assumptions for mechanical etc. meaning of the intensives one has 
to be restricted to thermodynamic measurements, which means formation of sub
systems of various kinds of matter and of various local states, and obser
vation of equilibrium dat? In such measurements the systems in equilibrium 
mutually determine the functions S for all kinds of matter considered, but 
only up to the "gauge" freedom 

Sa * ** S«X - E \ X" ( 4 5 ) 

with constants К, А , independent of the kind of matter and belonging to 
thermodynamic convention (321. The meaning of this freedom is clear enough, 
because the linear terms lead to shifts in zero points of the-entropic inten
sives Y , irrelevant in equilibrium situations when Y = Y^ . К redefines 
the intensive scales, again not influencing equilibrium. 

The above equilibrium condition comes from the principle of maximal en
tropy. Namely, consider an inhomogeneous system (with inhomogene!ties suf
ficiently moderate for applying local equilibrium approach [31]): 

S = J" s(x ) dV (46) 
with fixed total values of all the extensives, i.e., 

V = fixed, 
X t = S x dV = fixed. (47) 

Then, requiring maximum for S with the above constraints one arrives at the 
conditions of maximum as 

V = const, (48a) 

(32s / 0Xj дх%) s o (48b) 
throughout the whoie matter. Specializing the situation for a finite number 
of different homogeneous subsystems one gets the equality of Intensives. The 
second condition means the stability of the equilibrium configuration. It is 
necessary to note that hence the spatial homogeneity of extensive densities 
does not generally follow, as will be shown for systems able to perform phase 
transitions. 

It is more or less believed that the early Universe is described in good 
approximation as a charge-symmetric mixture of particles and antiparticles, 
so all the conserved particle numbers were 0. Therefore it seems that the 
only relevant extensive density was the internal energy density e * E/V. In 
this case the full thermodynamic information is carried by the function 

s - s(e), (49) 
and the Intensives are then 

8S/ŐE • (aisVl/öe) (Зе/ЭЕ) • ds/де m l/T, (50) 
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aS/őV в aisVl/aV = s + V (3s/ae)(oe/3V) = s - e (Ős/Эе) s p/T, (51) 
where T is the temperature and p is the (thermodynamic) pressure, as usually 
named according to thermodynamic formulae 

T dS = dE + p dV , dS = (aS/3E) dE + (3S/8V) dV. 
Going to energic convention means an inversion of function (49). Then 

T = Эе / 3s, (52) 
p = s (3e/3s) - e. (53) 

Now, one may consider the function 
p = p(T). (54) 

Then, by indirect derivation, 
s = ар / ат (55) 
e = T (Эр/ЭТ) - p. (56) 

Therefore the funct'on (54) also contains the complete information needed for 
us. This function has a very transparent meaning, being the (thermodynamic) 
pressure versus temperature (i.e., loosely speaking, the the extent of ther
mal excitation). The function p(T) will be called the equation of state in 
the present paper. 

Now we are going to construct the particular equation of state for a given 
kind of matter. Still the ambiguity mentioned in eq.(45) exists, but here we 
assume that the proper convention is chosen; the difference does have impor
tance in cosmology, but Ref. [33] discusses how to find the proper one. Even 
finding that one, the dynamical and thermodynamical pressures may differ e.g. 
in viscous terms as we have seen in Chapter 2, but one can select the pure 
thermodynamical part of pressure if the matter can be investigated in con
trolled laboratory situations. While this Is definitely not so for a GUT con
tinuum, here we also assume that the thermodynamic part Is identified some
how. In this case eqs.(55,56) enable us to construct the entropy function, 
and thence the equation of state as well. Namely, note that we have an opera
tional definition for the energy density e. Now, T characterizes the thermal 
excitation. Let us introduce first an empirical "temperature" в, of which we 
do not require more than to be a monotonous function of T. Then eqs. (55-56) 
lead to the differential equation 

т(е) (эр/ав) (ав/ат) = е(в) + р(в). (57) 
Hence 

alin т] / ae =* (ар/ав) íe(e)+p(e)]"\ (58) 
This is a separable differential equation, which leads to 

T = T Q exp(J íeípj+p]"1 dp}, (59) 
where e(p) can be obtained from the experimental functions е(в), р(в). To is 
a constant defining the scale unit of thermometers, completely free if uni
versally accepted. Then the function T(p) is uniquely obtained. The equation 
of state is its inverse function. 

4.2. First-order phase transitions 
In cosmological contexts the eq.(54) has often the form 

p « T* (60) 
which is the radiation-dominated case (then from eqs, (55,56) p - e/3). How-
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ever, now we are interested in equations of state containing first-order 
phase transitions, so there must be regions of T where the above approxima
tion is insufficient. Let us see which type of global characteristics are 
needed for the existence of a first order-phase transition. 

The classification of phase transitions is a complicated task; for details 
see e.g., Ref.(34], but various conventions exist. Here we are interested 
only in first-order transitions which happen if the conditions for maximal 
entropy (48) are satisfied by such a way that there are boundary surfaces in 
the «atter on whose opposite sides the limits of at least one of the exten
sive densities differ by a nonzero amount. As shown by eq.(48a), this is pos
sible only If all the intensives can take equal values at two different sets 
of x 's. The possibility of such an equilibrium is nontrivial, as demon
strated on the simplest case when 

IX1 > - (V.E), (Y^ = (p/T, 1/T). 
Then, from eqs.(52,53) it is clear that there must be an energy range ei < e 
< ег where T and p are decreasing, otherwise they could not be equal for two 
different values of e. Moreover, the turning points coincide for T and p. 
Namely, from eqs.(52,53) 

др/де = -s O 2s/0e de) / (ős/őe)2 = s (dl/de). (61) 
Comparing this with eq. 148b) one can see that these turning points are the 
endpoints of thermodynamic stability as well, since between them the equili
brium is not the maximum of the entropy. Summarizing: in the variable e the 
potential density s of a material, able to perform first-order phase transi
tion, must be such that its second derivative changes its sign at two den
sities. Then these densities are simultaneous turning points of T(e) and 
p(e), the first is a local maximum, the second is a minimum. (Hie number of 
turning points must be at least two, otherwise there is no pair of states for 
equilibrium; note that with a single maximum the high-density states would be 
totally unstable for microscopic collapse (35).) Now we are going to see the 
conditions of first-order transition directly for p(T). 

Below ei both T and p are monotonously increasing with e, therefore p(T) 
is a monotonously increasing function (and from eqs.(48b,55, 56) 8 p/öT > 0). 
Between ei and ег both T and p are monotonously decreasing functions of e, 
therefore still p(T) is monotonously increasing, but moving backwards (and 
here д p/flT < 0 being an unstable region). Finally, above ег the global 
shape of p(T) Is the same as below ei, because both T(e) and p(e) are again 
increasing. The two equilibrium states are where pi = рг and Ti = Тг, so, 
such a self-intersection of the curve p(T) i.iust exist. The only way to ful
fill all these conditions is a loop with two endpoints where the curve turns 
back by 180 , as illustrated on Fig.3. (For such a loop structure of another 
thermodynamic intensive in the vicinity of a critical temperature, numerical 
calculations can be found in Ref. (36].) On the two sides of the self-
intersection opposite to the loop the states are completely stable; in the 
loop the states are stable until the peaks, but here the entropy is smaller 
than for a mixture of the two phases of the Intersection point with the same 
density 137). Hence for large perturbations such states are expected to spon
taneously separate into domains, therefore they are called metastablü. Bet
ween the two peaks the states are unstable, making sudden changes in the 
whole volume even for small perturbations 138). So for slow cooling the state 
travels avoiding the loop; for such rapid cooling, when there is no time to 
wait for the formation of the new phase, at the intersection the state enters 
the loop 1391. The final fate of the system is determined by a competition 
between the time available and the time needed for the formation of the new 
phase, shortening when approaching the peak. So for rapid changes a super-
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coorlng Is expected, whose extent Is Monotonously Increasing with the speed 
of the cooling process. 

4.3. Spontaneous •ymmutry breaking 
As will be seen later, in the Majority of the transitions investigated in the 
present paper the transition is caused by a spontaneous symmetry breaking via 
Higgs »echanisa (40). Higgs Mechanisms are widely used in particle physics to 
generate effective Mass for gauge bosons at low energies. Namely, theories 
containing fermions and Massive gauge bosons are not renormalizable 141], 
therefore the eMplrlcal fact that some interactions are of short range leads 
to the necessity of nontrivial origin of vector boson Masses. The siMplest 
way is to Introduce extra scalar (Higgs) bosons ilth self-interaction, which 
are coupled to the vector ones. We shall lMMediately see, how this helps. 

AssuMe a Higgs sector In the Lagrangian 
L = L • L + L (62) 

HI 9«* other» Interaction Ci)<?7*-oth«r*) 
with a double-bottomed self-potential in LHIOQ«. Then, according to circum
stances discussed later, the expectation value of the Higgs scalar • can be 0 
due to symmetry, or *? (different froM 0) at the bottOMS of the potential 
V(e) due to energy minimum. One expects the first case when the specific 
energy is high enough, and the second one if it is low. Now, assuming a coup
ling between Higgs and gauge bosons, a term g Ai A in the Lagrangian is 
equivalent with an effective gauge boson Mass /g Ф, appearing in the low 
energy limit. Thus two different regimes of behavior of Matter exist: a "sym-
Metric" (meant for the Higgs field) at high energies, and another "asym
metric" at low ones. (However, in many models the symmetry is not directly 
connected with specific energy.) If the transition between them is sharp 
enough, then a phase transition is expected in the Matter. Now we are going 
to маке definite and quantitative statements in the following simple realis
tic Model (cf. [39]). 

Let the Higgs self-potential V (Ф) be 
У о(ф) = С - (1/2) ц2 1т<фг> * (1/3) е ц Тг<*3) + 

+ (1/4) (Aj ( Т Г ( * 2 ) ) 2 • А 2 Тг<**>], (63) 
where ф is a mul ti component quantity in a group space, С is a constant de
fining the zero point of energy, u is a characteristic energy scale of the 
theory, с and Ai,2 are Its number constants, while Tr is the trace over the 
group. This is the most general possible form for Vo(^), because with higher 
than quartic terms again the theory cannot be renormalized. Here for a while 
we use h = с • 1. 

The actual value of the Lagrangian, leading to energy density etc. con
tains quantum and thermal corrections. The first ones are Mainly logarithmic 
(40), probably not dominating, so not discussed here. The thermal ones can be 
evaluated in one-loop approximation; 

V , (Ф.Т) » V (Ф) - i-2/dx x*([m2*x2J1/2 exp([m2+x2]1/2/T - l)}'1 (64) 
Off 0 6Я 

where the effective mass m, according to Linde' s convention, can be deter
mined in a self-consistent way as 

т2(Ф,Т) - Тг<0Ф 8»_V (Ф,Т)} (65) 
a p erf 

Неге Т is defined as follows. The Lagrangian is evaluated as usual in statis
tical ph>i*ics and T • 1/0 [40]. There such a T is the temperature. 

The energy-momentum tensor can be obtained, in the standard way, from the 
Lagrangian. For full space-like symmetry Tm is diagonal, so it can be de-
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scribed by mean* of an energy density e and pressure p. Then, as far as only 
the contribution of the Kiggs sector Is concerned, p = -Verr [40]. Therefore 
If we loou the actual value of •, then p = p(T), and with this the equation 
of state is obtained. New, the expected values of t are obviously 0 and #?, 
therefore three possible equations of state can be obtained, corresponding to 
three possible ptates of the Higgs sector. 

Eq. (62), nevettheiess, shows that p(T) mist have contributions fro« the 
fémion and gauge boson degrees of freedom as well. The simplest approxima
tion for tti-;* 1R as follows. At a given temperature there are particles with 
mass (either free or effective) И > T and others with M < T. However, if the 
situation in the very early Universe is assumed to be charge-symmetric, then 
the conservod particle numbers are 0. Therefore the numbers of particles + 
antipartit les with masses M > T are exponentially suppressed, while particles 
with masses M < T more or less imitate radiation. Therefore the first kind 
can roughly be neglected, while the second one results in p « T . Note that 
the samt» is true for the Higgs contribution too, being the integral term in 
eq.(64) a Bos« pressure of a particle of mass m. 

So, r»t the end we have arrived at the overall type of equations of state 
p e U A e T« - B a (66) 

(more derailed evaluations lead to a term proportional to л too, but its co
efficient is relatively small [39]). The first term can roughly be inter
preted &s the pressure of N different kinds of (nearly) massless particles 

А л (я2 /90) N / (he)3, (67) 
while the second can be understood as the effect of a nontrivla) zero point 
of energy density (false vacuum). Eq.(56) shows that a positive additive 
constant in energy density e leads to the same negative shift in p at any 
temperature; this energy shift can be a consequence of either a nontrivlal 
constant С in Уо(Ф), or a nontrivial value Vo(4>+) at the minima. The only in
formation which we a priori have is that B^ = 0 in equations of state valid 
at laboratory energies. 

A symmetry breaking process can be visualized in the present thermodynamic 
picture as follows. On the high temperature side of the transition some Higgs 
quanta still have vanishing expectation values (symmetric state of these 
Higgs quanta on the central peak of the potential). The particles which would 
obtain their masses from these Higgs fields are still massless, contributing 
to the radiation. Therefore we have a pi, with relatively high values Ai and 
Bi (the energy of the central peak Vo(0) contributes to B). During the tran
sition the presently considered Higgs fields have got nonzero expectation 
values, so some other particles ceased to be massless, therefore both A and В 
have decreased. While various equations of state are possible according to 
the alternative for each Higgs field to take *• or Ф-, one of them is optimal 
(yielding maximal pressure or minimal energy); this will be the state 2, so 

A > A . В > В . (68) 
1 2 1 2 

It is easy to see that the two pressure functions will have a crossing point, 
which is the location of phase equilibrium during the transition. 

So, after some approximations we have arrived at a first-order phase tran
sition. (It is easy to see that with two equations of state of type (65) and 
with unequalities (68) the extensive densities s and e of the two phases dif
fer indeed in the crossing point.) However, the approximations on the way 
leading to our final results were serious enough, so one must have doubts 
about the equations of state. There are at least 3 different kinds of such 
doubts, which we are going to list and discuss. 
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1) Even If all the other-approximations were harmless, the final 
equation of state would contain T terns in addition to T° and T 4 ones, as 
shown in Ref.[39]. This is true, but, as mentioned, the term is moderate. We 
shall demonstrate this at the end of the present Chapter on the particular 
example of the symmetric phase of GUT. The neglect ion of Tr term Is purely 
technical in order to get more transparent analytic solutions. 

2) There is a jump in the number of particles taken into account in, 
e.g., the "radiation" pressure when going from one phase to another. Our rea
son was that particles being massive, relative to temperature, may be neg
lected. But the temperature change may be very small (or even 0 in equili
brium) between phases; then how the jump in evaluation method can be Justi
fied? Our answer is twofold. First, generally speaking, if there is a first 
order transition, then there is a Jump in the behavior of the curve p(T), so 
then different behaviors of the different states are Just expected. However, 
this is only a partial answer, because the real question is Just whether one 
can extrapolate asymptotic equations of state (say, at T * 0 and T « * ) until 
the crossing point. While this is not a priori impossible, as will be shown 
in the next item, we still do not know if such an evaluation is correct in 
the present case. 

The second part of the answer Is as follows. After symmetry breaking a set 
of particles gets masses in the order of p, i.e., the energy scale of the 
symmetry breaking. The phase equilibrium temperature Teq is again in the same 
order of magnitude, being determined by the single dimensional quantity u. 
However, in the ratios M/T dimensionless numbers of the theory appear, and in 
some cases M/T*q is sufficiently large. Then these particles are correctly 
neglected in the low temperature phase even arbitrarily near T*q. The suf
ficient conditions will again be demonstrated on the example of GUT; in cases 
when one is unable to check this, it may be hoped that the approximation is 
not too bad. 

3) Even believing in all the approximations, the simple matching of 
equations of state pi(T) and рг(Т) cannot be a correct equation of state. 
Namely, the resulting pressure function does not show the loop structure, 
shown to be necessary earlier. This is a very important question and У зге we 
are going to discuss it in details. 

Let us first recapitulate the qualitative features of a correct p(T) func
tion of first-order phase transition as shown by Fig. 3. If we forget about 
the retrograde part of the curve between the peaks, then the remainder is in
deed composed of two, intersecting curves, convex from below. So the "only" 
problem is, how to get the retrograde part. Obviously one cannot expect 
simple function of T which is three-valued in some regioa. However, remember 
that the function s(e) is one-valued even in the unstable region, although 
there it is convex from below. So our task is to construct one function s(e), 
with two different behaviors at e # 0 and e # •», and a smooth, but suf
ficiently rapid, transition in a middle region. 

This can be done without any problem in a great variety of ways, and one 
simply cannot discuss all the possible resulting functions s(e) in general. 
Here we show one, very simple example. Consider two equations of state so 
that the numbers of massless hellcity states N differ: 

p f • (he)" 3 <(N^ K 2 / 9 0 ) T 4 - B), (69) 
p, - (he)" 3 (N «2/90) T 4 (70) 

2 
with, of course, N* > N- (here we write explicitly h and c). The correspon
ding functions s(e) are: 

•*• < c« e "DJ 3"' m ) 

л и л 
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Cj* - N^ (s2/90) (256/27) (he)"4, cj* = N_ (*2/90) (256/27) (he)'*, 
D t • (he)"3 C f B, D 2 - 0. 

Now let us Introduce new constants as 
• - (4/3) (4« 2 N / 9 0 ) 1 ' 3 (he)"1. (72) 
Q « (4/3)(4w 2 / 9 0 ) 1 / 3 ( N / / 3 - N*' 3 ) (he)" 1 . 
« . (N 1 / 3 / ( N 1 / 3 - N 1 / 3 ) J B* (he)" 3, о • • 

Then an entropy function 
s - {a e • f i x ) Q ( e - e ^ ) 3 7 4 (73) 

with x • e/eo smoothly Interpolates between the two asymptotic behaviors If 
f(x) is a smooth function defined so that f(0) « 1 and f(») • 0. For simpli
city' s sake here we assume that e is the only relevant energy scale; it re
gulates both the energy „lump and the width of the transition region. Further
more, we specialize f (x) to the smooth and convenient function 

Then 
fix) = exp{-(l/x)>. (74) 

s - К ix * q(x-l)*exp(-l/x)>3/\ (75) 
q = Q / a, 
К » (я 2/30) 1 / 4 (4/3) [(N+ N _ ) , / 4 /(N +

, / 3 - N _ 1 / 3 ) 3 ' 4 ] (B 1 / 4/hc) 3. 
Hence one gets the function p(T) on the whole range 0 < T < » in parametric 
form 

T - (4 e o / 3K) (x + q(x-l) exp(-l/x)>1/4 (76) 
*{1 • q(l + 1/x - l/x2)*exp(-l/x)> - 1, 

p » (e o/3Mx • q(x - 7 + 3/x) exp(-l/x)>» 
•{1 • q(l • 1/x- l/x2)»exp(-l/x)} - 1. 

So, 
p - (e/3) (1 + q(l - 7/x + 3/x2) exp(-l/x)> (77) 

•{1 + q(l + 1/x - l/x2)0exp(-l/x)} - 1. 
The boundaries of stable regions are, as we saw above, the points where др/де 
changes its sign. From eq.(77) these x values are the roots of the equation 

(x;q) - 0, 
(x;q) • 1 • 2q(l + 1/x - 7/x2 *2/x3) exp{-l/x}+ (78) 

+ q (1 + 2/x- 13/x2 + 14/x3- 3/x4) exp<-2/x>. 
If q is not too small (cca. q > 0.5), then there are roots, so indeed there 
is an Instability, and a loop in p(T). 

Again, we emphasize that the choice f(x) • exp(-l/x> was completely arbi
trary, so we do not want to consider the equation of state (76) even as the 
most natural interpolation. However, it is a quite legal equation of state 
with first order transition, and we can use it to demonstrate the ways of in
terpolation and to learn the deviation from the asymptotic equations of 
state. So here we compare this equation of state with the asymptotic ones in 
Fig. 4. 

In this particular case one can see that the low temperature asymptotic 
equation of state is quite good an approximation for a while even beyond the 
crossing point. The high temperature one is not so good in the neighborhood 
of the crossing point; however, there is only a cca. 5% error in the calcu-
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lated Teq. While this quantitative result cannot be generalized for all the 
possible Interpolating equations of state, It Indicates that it Is possible 
to calculate the equilibrium temperature from asymptotic equations of states, 
and it is not necessarily incorrect to use asymptotic equations of states on 
both sides of the equilibrium point. 

It is hard to tell more as long as the unstable region is practically un
known. So henceforth we assume that the predicted transitions are of first 
order with the predicted equilibrium temperature. Now the general discussion 
of equations of state is finished; we are going to see the equation of state 
of the cosmic matter from Planck temperature to laboratory ones. 

4.4. The neighborhood of Planck temperature 
The characteristic constants of the three fundamental groups of phenomena -
gravitational, relativistic and quantum phenomena - determine a unique energy 
scale, called alternatively Planck energy or Planck temperature, 

T , = (hc 5/G) 1 / 2 = 1.22M0 1 9 GeV. (79) 
PI 

This energy must be an important scale in the behavior of matter, but still 
we do not know, how, because the "final" Unified Theory containing both Gen
eral Relativity and Quantum Field Theory as limiting cases is not at reach. 
Even now, it is sure that for T > TPI the present theories cannot be valid. 
Namely, consider a compact object on the place of radius R and mass M. In the 
physically interpretable cases these parameters are restricted into a "conic" 
region bounded by the two limiting curves A) MR = h/c, B) R/M = 2G/c (see 
Fig,5). Left to A) (smaller R for given M) quantum uncertainty dominates, so 
the position is not known with precision R, left to B) the object is Inside a 
black hole and so cannot be observed. Now, the two curves meet in the point 

M = M = T /c 2 a 10" 5 g, (80) 
pi PI G' R = R = (hG/c 3) 1 / 2 s 1С-"33 cm. pi 

Thus beyond this point, characteristic for a Planck age Universe, there are 
no interpretable states. The corresponding density is 10 g/cm . 

The Universe, therefore, becomes Interpretable for us at T ss TPI. Hence
forth we should know the equation of state, but one may imagine that p(T) 
cannot be calculated correctly at the borderline of the validity of all pre
sent theories. So, p(T) is not known at the neighborhood of TPI. 

However, the fact that states are uninterpretable by means of present the
ories does not necessarily imply that such states could not exist. If they 
can, still the behavior of matter may be described by an equation of state 
there, although we cannot calculate it. (As an analogy, note that Hawking 
radiation does possess clear thermodynamic properties, although the validity 
of conflicting General Relativity and Quantum Field Theory is quite questi
onable in such situations.) There are various possible global behaviors here, 
of which we list five more probable ones: 

1) A simple extrapolation: no phase transition at or above TPI and 
the equation of state is smooth forever without any complication. 

2) To * TPI is a relevant scale of a transition, i.e. the stability 
of p(T) breaks down at T e TPI but restores later again. 

3) The stability breaks down at TPI, and never restores above. 
4) Thb unique temperature TPI IS a limiting tempe-ature of the matter 

due to (still unknown) fundamental physical laws. 
5) The unique energy density epi » TPI/RPI is the limiting energy 

density of the matter due to (still unknown) fundamental physical laws. 
Now, all of these possibilities are briefly and semtquantitatively dis

cussed. In Case D p « (Nee л /90h с ) T for T > TPJ, where N« is the number 
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of hellelty states for all particles existing. Then for very early times 
General Relativity would yield R(t) « v*t . and this is Indeed how the esti
mation is obtained for t to be In the order of tPi when R • RPI. However, a 
strong argument exists against this assumption. Namely, the equation of state 
does not contain G, although above e • ем self-gravity is at least as strong 
as anything else. With dimensional analysis one can arrive at 

p(T) « (c 7/G a h). f (x • Vfc/hc5 T). (81) 
where f 1st dlaensionless function of a dlmensionless argument. For f(x) • 
x , 6 cancels, but otherwise not. This is the function whose different global 
form* may lead to the behavior? 2)-5). 

In Case 2) f (x) has a loop structure with the self-Intersection point xo > 
1, f(xo ) a 1. For the lower branch f(x) at x*; the upper one is unknown. Now, 
there are some suggestions, at least for first turning point of the loop: 
some super« t г ing calculations [42) Indicate abrupt changes in the string ex
citation at T • TPI, with the appearance of a negative specific heat, which 
latter is Just the Instability в p/ffT < 0. However, since the upper branch 
is unreliable, we cannot choose between this case and the next one. 

There are suggestions for a dimensionality of space-time higher than 4. 
(Superstring theory Itself needs extra dimensions too.) If higher dimensions 
exist, then their extensions must be small to escape observation, and there
fore they must be compact. One may select such models. However, something 
should be told about the extensions. Obviously now the extra dimensions do 
not follow the expansion of the familiar 3 spatial ones. They may be of cons
tant size, or even may contract [43]. Anyway, the only preferred scale is the 
Planck length. Therefore one may Imagine that the expansion was isotropic 
above Planck energy (below Planck length), and this 1sotropy has broken down 
at cca. Planck length. This symmetry breaking may mimic a phase transition 
[441. 

In Case 3) T » TPI is the end of stability: above this all states are un
stable. No escape from this unstable region is possible by Jumping it over 
via Maxwell construction. An analogous case was mentioned In Ref. [35] as 
"microscopic collapse", there with increasing density. It happens if fix + •) 
• x , у < 2; In this case the thermodynamic distance (cf. [45,46]) vanishes 
between any pair of states above TPI, i.e., together with the large quantum 
fluctuations there are strong thermal fluctuations as well at Т > TPI, and 
the first well defined state appears at TPI. The previous expansion law (and 
thus the world age) would be unpredictable. 

In Case 4) for e > (N я /30) T * one finds 
PI 

в - e / T • «Me), (82) 
where er/e * 0, and so oy may be the radiation entropy density (71). Indeed, 
then (ds/fle)"1 • T * TPI. Since the additive term in (82) i« Just a term un
defined in pure thermodynamic measurements (cf. eq.(45)), euch a contribution 
cannot be observed outside cosmologlc contexts [33]. Therefor« Сам 4) cannot 
be ruled out by present experience. If it is realized, then well above TPI 
General Relativity would yield R(t) « t similarly to prsitnt day matter-
dominated cosmology, and then again t(Rpi) « tPi holds. Ref. (42) states that 
no limiting temperature exists in the system. It if not clear if this is a 
consequence of the actual approximation, therefor« it is better not to draw 
conclusion hence for states with T > TPI, although It would be formally pos
sible since superstring theory is a candidate for unification of all funda
mental theories. 

in Case 5) s(epi) • 0, since a system can have only one microstate at its 
maximal energy (Just as in ground state). Therefore s(e) must possess a maxi
mum at eo * epi/2 with T - «, beyond which Т is negative (with an infinite 
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Jump) avid p tends to go to negative values too. By such a way one could manu
facture a pre-Planck Inflation, but negative temperature states are over
filled with energy, so have unstable tendencies too. 

Mow we have listed the main possibilities for p(T) at and above TPI with 
the result that very different behaviors can be imagined there according to 
our present knowledge Since no decisive information is available, let us go 
below TPI and follow зпсе the decreasing temperature. 

Just below TPI there may exist two different qualitative changes which may 
or »ay not be visualized as phase transitions. The first one is a change in 
oscillatory modes of superstrings. It is shown 142] that the specific heat of 
a gas of heterotic superstrings in oscillatory modes with Planck energy or 
higher Is negative. Observe that this transition situation is similar to Case 
3) above because of the appearance of an instability; the superstring compo
nent in itself is in a state of negative specific heat and the possibility of 
equilibrium is maintained only by the small volume. 

4.5. Crand Unification 
When going definitely below Planck tempei uture, the first energy scale where 
a spontaneous symmetry breaking has a reasonable probability is the Grand 
Unification scale 147], on which the electroweak and strong (QCD) interaction 
strengths seem to converge. It is in the order oi' magnitude 10 GeV. The 
scheme contains a higher simple group, containing the S0(3)xS0(2)xU(l) symme
try of the Standard Model of particle physics. The first such group is S0(5). 
The breaking of the high-temperature symmetry needs a Higgs mechanism, so we 
arrive at the formalism of the section on spontaneous symmetry breaking. In 
the minimal model the numbers of Higgs fields, vector bosons and fermion 
families are orescribed by low energy physics, therefore the parameters in 
the equation of state are known (except for some number parameters of the 
Higgs potential). In this case the result is: 

N = 142 - <2!>/16и2) (7A + A ), N = 113, (83) 
• 1 2 -

B = -(5/16) (u 4/A 3) (c2 + (e2 + 4A) V Z[e 2 + E(C 2+4A 2+6A; 1 / 2J, 
Л = 30 A + 7 A 1 2 

(to simplify the notation here we return to units with h = с = 1). Strictly 
speaking we should introduce B+ and B- for the two phases, respectively, 
since later, at lower energies, further spontaneous symmetry breaking pro
cesses can be expected, and therefore the vacuum of the lower phase of GUT Is 
not necessarily the present physical vacuum around us with p = 0. However, 
even if so, B* » B-, so here we ignore the latter one. By evaluating p in one 
loop approximation one obtains a T' term as well, but its coefficient is 
-5|i /24 (39], indeed being moderate compared to both the T and the T terms. 

The equation of state still contains free parameters, of which e and Ai,2 
are free numbers, while ц sets the energy scale on which the Grand Uni
fication symmetry breaks down. The characteristic energy of the theory can be 
calculated (in principle) from low energy physics. Namely, the symmetry group 
is simple, therefore there Is only one independent coupling constant, a as 
1/45 at E a u; the three low energy couplings can be derived from this one, 
i.e., gn = fn(E//i) where the functions f n are given from the theory. From a 
best fit assuming SU(5) symmetry (i.e., a single meeting point for the three 
functions gn(E)) one obtains a value of 4-101 GeV for the energy scale 
(47]. Unfortunately, this scale seems too low compared to the absence of well 
established proton decay events [48]. This latter fact would suggest a scale 
u > 10 1 5 GeV. Here we assume that u is several'times 10 ' GeV. The number 
constants are rather poorly guessed; here we only note that г = 0 would lead 
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to second-order phase transition if only the Higgs sector considered. 
While here we do not want to discuss the possible sources of contradiction 

between the energy scales of Weinberg angle and proton decay, it is worth
while to note that two energy scales do appear if the symmetry group is not 
minimal. With an SO(10) group, the three couplings meet at two energies, 
roughly at 10 and 10 GeV [49). In this case one practically obtains three 
pressure functions of structure eqs.(69,70): one above 10 ' GeV, one between 
10 and 10 GeV, and one below 1 0 1 2 GeV. 
4.6. Super-symmetry 
Going down with energy, we must admit that there is no substantial infor
mation about the physics between 10 1 and 10 2 GeV, moreover, the minimal GUT 
assumes that nothing important happens there, i.e., this Is the region of the 
desert. However, one symmetry breaking has been suggested thither. 

Supersymmetry (SUSY) requires that a transformation producing bosons from 
fermions and vice versa is a symmetry of the Lagrang Ian [50]. Such a symmetry 
may seem advantageous from the theoretical point of view, but is not seen in 
nature, because it would mean the existence of corresponding fermion-boson 
pairs with equal masses (up to kinematic factors of order of unity). However 
such pairs have not been found. 

A trivial solution is that this symmetry does not exist at all. Never
theless, it Is equally possible that the symmetry has spontaneously broken, 
and the energy scale prevents observation. In this second case we again ar
rive at a two-phase system of equations of state of form (69,70). Unfortu
nately then the number parameters of the self-potential are completely un
known, because of le^k of observations; still N+ can roughly be estimated 
from the assumed symmetry group, and В comes from the energy scale for which 
at least bounds can be got. Here we concentrate on the energy scale. 

There is a suggestion for the existence of the gravitino g. If the super-
symmetry is broken on the scale u, then 

m a ß u 2 /M p i, (84) 
where ß is a number constant of order of unity (51 J. Now, we have an upper 
limit for hidden mass density of the Universe 

РМЛА / P * 30. (85) 
hidden seen 

Hence one can proceed, mutatis mutandis, as in the neutrino mass argumen
tation [52]. The gravitino mass density is not seen if 

a) the gravitino is light enough, 
m < N 100 eV, (86) 

g tot 
where Ntot is the number of particle degrees of freedom; or if it is not 
light enough, it is still irrelevant; 

b) the gravitino is so massive that it decayed before nucleosynthesis. 
There is a lower bound for the lifetime from theory [53] 

т а м /m 3 (87) 
PI 9 

and then the gravitinos decayed before 1 sec if 
m > 10* GeV. (87') 
9 

Accepting these bounds, supersymmetry may exist and still not seen in present 
day cosmologic observations if 

u < 10 7 GeV (Case a) with N « 100) or (87") 
u > 10 1 1 GeV. 
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Hence we still cannot see whether ficiiT > ususv or not. In the first case we 
Miscalculated the numbers NT in Grand Unification, because already in the 
broken phase of the GUT the number of light particles is higher than In the 
minimal model. (The exact numbers would depend on the unknown SUSY group, so 
will not be calculated here; roughly one may double all the numbers. ) In the 
second case one has to force ft into the not too wide g?p between UCUT and 
Ми. Since information on this is practically nonexistent, we leave this ob
ject, with the only comment that particle physicists sometimes would like to 
get USUSY a 10 GeV [54] (then the gravitino would be lighter than any 
scalar boson Including the Higgs particle of the exectroweak theory) This 
value contradicts clearly the above given limits, however is not impossible 
as we shall see when discussing the phase transition scenarios in the next 
chapter. 

4.7. Glaehow-Veinberg-Salam) theory 
The Glashow-Welnberg-Salam theory of the electroweak Interaction possesses 
the energy scale 100 GeV. This is the rest mass of weak vector bosons. There
fore the SU(2)xU(l) part of the broken symmetry can be considered Inde
pendently of the SU(3) one. (X and У bosons, mediating lepton-quark transi
tions, exist only virtually, for tiroes much shorter than the characteristic 
times of both strong and electroweak interactions. ) There is a slight chance 
that this scale is similar to the supersymmetry one, but in this case one 
would see super symmetric counterpart particles with just the next accelerator 
generation, which would be rather an accident. Here we assume that these two 
scales are well separated. Thei. the relevant part of the LagrangIan contains 
one Higps potential, with цен s 1O0-100O GeV, and опь triplet (W) and one 
singlet (2) of vector bosons [55]. Generally с = 0 is assumed in the Higgs 
potential; the values of Xi,2 could be taken from experiment if the Higgs 
were seen. In the symmetric phase the expectation value of the Higgs field 
vanishes, therefore all the vector bosons are massless. In the asymmetric one 
some vector bosons get masses proportional to <Ф>; according to low energy 
experience one combination of the singlet and of the neutral member of the 
triplet must be massless, which Is the photon. From experiment we know the W? 
(with mats 88 GeV), and the other combination of the neutrals, generally cal
led also Z (with mass 95 GeV) [56]. 

Without information for Xi,2 we do not know the equilibrium temperature of 
the transition. However, we do know that the low temperature equation of 
state has only one massless vector boson degree of freedom, the photon (y), 
while the high temperature one possesses 4. Therefore, in spite of с - 0, 
there still may be a jump in the form of the equation of state, so the phase 
transition still can be of first order, with equations of state of form (69,-
70), where 

N * N +4, B 1 / 4 a 100 GeV (88) 
• — 

Here N* is roughly the N- of Grand Unification (desert hypothesis). Compared 
to the previous cases, this Jump In the equation of state is rather moderate, 
therefore the transition Is, In the best case, of weakly first order. 
4.8. QCD equation of state 
While at higher temperatures the scalar field of the effective potential do
minates the equation of state, at lower temperatures (say, below 1 GeV) the 
cosmic matter is composed of strongly interacting matter and the radiation 
background. As background one counts the photons, neutrinos, and massive 
leptons. The interesting component at T < 1 GeV is the strongly lnteracf ing 
matter, i.e., the quarks and gluons. The quarks can be ordered in the flavor 
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aultlplets (u,d), (c,s), (t,b), where the existence of very heavy families is 
still open. Quarks appear as fundamental representations of the SU(3) c o l o r 

group with three color degrees of freedom (in addition, two spin degrees and 
charge conjugation degrees of freedom), while the gluons have as adjoint re
presentation of the SU(3) c o ° r group eight degrees of freedom (in addition, 
twc heliclty states since they are massless vector bosons). 

The fundamental theory of interacting quarks and gluons is the QCD. QCD 
rests on a Lagrangian with the simple structure of non-Abel Ian gauge theory. 
Beside the quark masses, no other physical scale enters the QCD Lagrangian; 
In that sense it represents a low-energy theory. 

A remarkable property is the asymptotic freedom, i.e., in lowest order per
turbation approach the effective strong coupling constant behaves as 

g^2- 16 m 2 / {(И - ? N p/3) log(M/A)2) (89) 
where Nr denotes the number of flavors, M characterizes the energy of the 
system under consideration, and A » 100 GeV represents a renormalisation 
energy scale (Л is genuinely not in the QCD Lagrangian; it must be taken from 
the experimental data). In the case of a hot, charge-symmetric medium one has 
И » 4 I, Therefore, at high temperature the QCD interaction becomes weak. 
This property gave rise to the folkloristic picture of weakly interacting 
quarks and gluons at high temperatures. In this regime the QCD equation of 
state has been calculated perturbatlvely in lowest orders of g« « 1 [57]. 
Recent lattice calculations [58] however point to a more complex picture: 
hadron-llke modes and solitons survive up to high temperatures. 

At lower temperatures and densities the quarks and gluons are known to be 
bound in hadrons. In the Intermediate range, where the confinement transition 
happens the perturbative approach must break down. Despite to many efforts, 
very little is known on the nature of the confinement transition (cf.[57,59] 
and further references therein) and most of the recent lattice calculations 
indicate a very steep increase of energy density and entropy density at the 
confinement temperature. Tc* 200 GeV, but the order of the transition is 
still matter of debate . 

In this situation it is quite natural that a lot of phenomenological 
models have been developed to cover the expected main features of the con
finement transition. The most popular and simplest parameterization is that 
of the bag model. It assumes at high temperatures a plasma of noninteracting 
massless u and d quarks and gluons with the equation of state, which re
sembles eq.(66) 

p - ~ n2 T* - B, e - 3 (p • 4 B) (90) 
where the bag constant В parameterizes the difference of the exact and the 
perturbat ive vacua. At T < Tc one uses phenomenological hadronic equations of 
state. Among them we mention the Hagedorn [60] or Shuryak [61] gas, a recent 
mean field model [62] and excluded volume models [63] and models of inter
acting pions and nucleons and other hadrons (641. An extremely simplified de
scription considers the pion gas 

p - -3 T (2n)"3 S d 3k logil - exp [-E(k)/T]} (91) 
as representative for the charge symmetric matter. The confinement transition 
is constructed by means of the Gibbs criteria for the equilibrium. For non-
TT -* 
Very recent lattice results Indicate that previous calculations with small 

lattices may be misleading. 
'The latter ones are not conform with thermodynamics. 
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Interacting plons, E = (т л
2 + k 2 ) 1 / 2 , one obtains in the ultrarelativistic 

approximation, T » m , where p = л 2 Т4/30, 
T = (90 / 34 я 2 ) 1 ' 4 В 1 / 4 (92) 

where В is thought to be taken from the (at present not reliably available) 
lattice results. With this at hand one can try to sketch the scenarios for 
the confinement transition (see Chapter 5). 

There exists also the suggestion 165] that at confinement two (eventually 
correlated) things happen. In lowering the temperature (i) the nearly mass-
less current quarks u and d become massive due to a chiral symmetry breaking 
[661 and (ii) the massive constituent quarks hadronize in .iadrons. These 
transformations are very close or even coincide. Recently the string flip 
model has been applied to model the hadronization transition [671. In this 
model the massive constituent quarks a;e supposed to interact via color-
saturated forces (= strings). In a dense medium the forces are screened, and 
the deconfinement appears in analogy to the Mott transition. 

We mention finally as QCD-inspired models: the nontopological bag model 
[68] and the soliton (Skyrmion) model relying on the Nambu-Jona-Lassinlo 
mcdel as well as hybrid models. As the string flip model, these models are 
aimed to give descriptions of the confinement transition on the same footing 
for both the phases. Due to the lack of a well-founded equation of state of 
strongly interacting matter we postpone the detailed description of some ad 
hoc parameterizations to the sections on baryon concentration and flavor dy
namics in Chapter 5. 

4.9. Matter-antimatter mixtures 
Generally it is assumed that the ground state of a particle-antiparticle 
rystem belongs to n»-n- a n = 0, i.e. to the charge-symmetric ca-г. However, 
this is not necessary. The free energy density f(n,T) may have side minima 
(symmetric if CP symmetry holds), and if so, then the ground state is spon
taneously separated into domains with n < 0 and n > 0. In this case the situ
ation is analogous to the spontaneous symmetry breaking by the Higgs mecha
nism discussed above, and the free energy function will be qualitatively 
similar to the above ones obtained from the Higgs potential. 

The existence of side minima needs a sufficiently strong attraction bet
ween particle and particle or antiparticle and antipartlcle, with similar re
pulsion between particle and antiparticle. There Is no evidence for such an 
interaction; however, it may work in energy ranges hard to examine in present 
experiments, and this possibility was suggested by Onsnes [69], to explain the 
matter dominance of our cosmic neighborhood. 

4.10, Two-phase nuclear matter systems 
It is well known in nuclear physics that nuclear matter is able to form two-
phase equilibrium states. Since the matter of the expanding Universe passed 
both nuclear densities and nuclear energies, here it is necessary to list 
some two-phase nuclear equations of state. There is a wide variety of suspec
ted or suggested nuclear phase transitions, of which here four different 
types are mentioned. 

a) "<r-condensate". The essence of the effect Is that in normal nuc
lear matter there is a balance of attraction and repulsion. In some models 
both interactions are mediated by effective mesons, called <r and u; the first 
being scalar, the second vector [70]. Therefore a nucleon-antinucleon pair 
produces net attraction but not repulsion. If the density is sufficiently 
high, the rest energy of the pair is gained back by the extra attraction of 
the pair on the neighboring particles. Then the matter may exist in two 
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states in equilibrium: a usual one, with Moderate number of pairs and another 
one with pairs and great number of a's [71). Model calculations are not too 
reliable for such exotic states, but an order of magnitude estimation is that 
the phenomenon may occur at n at lOno (no * 0.15 fm~ is the nuclear satu
ration density), T at 100 MeV [71). 

b) The "»-condensate" is roughly spoken the same possibility. Here 
the attractive p-wave interaction of the nucleons and the pions can cause 
some collective excitation with the quantum number of the pion. Above T e 40 
MeV this condensate vanishes; the critical density is about 3n0. 

c) "Liquid-gas transition". Calculations predict a possibility of 
phase equilibrium for dilute nuclear matter, if the temperature is below 10 
MeV, and the density is roughly 0.5no [72]. This is a van der Waals type 
equation of state. 

d) "Neutron dropping out". Neutron star matter calculations yield a 
phase equilibrium at very low temperature and and densities in the order of p 
* 10 g/cm [35]. Below that density the matter consists of interacting nuc
lei, having increasing proton numbers and increasing neutron surplus with in
creasing density. Above It a pure neutron component also appears. It is ne
cessary to note that the nucleosynthesis at T и 1 MeV is not a phase transi
tion, but a sequence of (nonequilibrium) "chemical" processes (i.e. trans
mutations). * 

4.11. Plasma-gas mixtare 
At T « 10 3 К the original plasma of nucleons, nuclei and electrons forms 
neutral atoms. This transition leads to a change in the equation of state. 
However, as atomic dissociation processes show in experiment, this happens 
continuously in a temperature range, through changing equilibrium ratios of 
plasma and neutral matter. Therefore this process is not a phase transition, 
although may mimic it. 

Below this temperature we arrive at familiar laboratory physics. 

5. PHASE TRANSITION SCENARIOS 
5.1. Coming down from Planck temperature 
Let us start from the vicinity of TPI, This is a natural enough "initial" 
condition. However, what is R, which in our convention (Chapter 2) is the 
curvature radius of the 3-space? Unless к = 0, R has a definite scale; for к 
• +1, 2R is the total circumference of the closed Universe. The most natural 
initial condition would be R a RPI, and then the mass within that radius 
would be in the order of MPI. However, if e « T , dynamical equations of type 
(23), with curvature term added, applied from the present Universe backwards 
lead to R(TPI) £ ю " 3 cm, at least 30 orders of magnitude above Planck 
length. Here definitely a problem (In another context known as flatness 
problem) manifests itself; however in this moment we still cannot do anything 
with it, so let us postpone its discussion, and go down with the temperature. 

Then the first possible phase transition may be that of the superstrings: 
when the volume of the system is higher than a critical value, the strings 
dominate in specific energy, and, being it negative, they cannot be in equi
librium with radiation. In the evolution of the Universe the consequence of 
this observation is that massive modes vanish in a (first-order?) phase tran
sition when the volume reaches the critical value. (So here the particle mas
ses of order of Planck mass vanish; present particle masses have, of course, 
no relationship with these primordial ones, and belong to completely dif
ferent scales. ) Then the system goes over a new oscillatory pattern. Because 
of lack of Information we do not follow this scenario; for the details of 
model calculations, see Ref.[42]. 
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There are also calculations for the breakdown of multidimensional lsotropy 
of expansion (44]. This is, as told above, not a phase transition in strict 
thermodynamic sense, and the scenario Is highly model dependent. Therefore we 
only mention the phenomenon, and go down definitely below Planck temperature. 

S.2. Phase t-ansitions predicted by GUT / Inflation 
11^seems that no phase transition is expected between T - MPI and T * цсиг ш 
10 GeV, except for the case if supersymmetry exists and psusr > pcur. So we 
start with the GUT transition and for illustration assume that the GUT sym
metry group is the minimal SU(5). If, in addition, we have chosen the above 
unnatural Initial condition for R, then curvature terms are negligible both 
before and during the transition. 

5.2.1. The menopoJes 
Arriving somewhere in the order of magnitude of цсит, there will be a tempe
rature where the pressures of symmetric and asymmetric phases (eqs.(69,70)) 
become equal. At this temperature the two phases can coexist, and if the Uni
verse expands sufficiently slowly compared to the speed of phase transition, 
the transition occurs in equilibrium, i.e., without entropy production. In 
such a case with the above mentioned equations of state the function R can be 
analytically integrated during the whole expansion 139]; a characteristic 
case is illustrated in Fig. 6. The temperature remains constant during the 
transition, and starts to drop again later on. 

It seems as if the expansion law of the standard model could recover after 
a short interruption. However, some byproduct of the transition remains. 
Namely, at the temperature T there is a correlation length ss hc/T in the sys
tem (given by both field theory [73] and thermodynamic phenomenology [74]; 
Boltzmann's constant is unity here, but we have restored the correct units by 
h and c). So the nucleation of the asymmetric phase starts in an uncorrected 
way from centers separated by hc/T. Since the minimum value of the Hlggs 
field is not unique, possessing a free phase, at the matching surfaces of the 
domains of the new phase, complicated field configurations are expected. Some 
of them are walls and strings, but some topologic knots may appear as well. 
The simplest such configuration is a set of corners, whence a radial field 
structure sticks out. This has the same global behavior as a magnetic mono-
pole solution, and it is reasonable to assume that the object will evolve 
into such a one. 

A magnetic monopolé has a mass of order UCUT/OC (a » 1/45 is the unique GIF 
coupling constant), and is stable, since the large-scale force field cannot 
lose the radial structure by continuous local distortion. Therefore a con
served monopolé number is present after the transition. This number can only 
be estimated, but that is enough for us. First, from the correlation length, 
n» * (T/hc) a» s. By calculating the numerical coefficients, one finds n*/s « 
1, but probably^iot very far below 10 [73]. From causality considerations 
an absolute lower bound is obtained by taking correlations within the hori
zon, then the ratio is In the order of 10" . Since in the present Universe 
the ratio of proton density to photon density (being the photon_entropy den
sity up to a numerical factor in the order of unity) np/s a 10" , one would 
get now nm/np * 1, which would mean a 10 times hidden/luminous mass ratio, 
being completely excluded by cosmologleal time scale considerations [75]. 

To be sure, there is a process decreasing the monopolé number: annihila
tion between oppositely oriented radial structures. Outside the symmetry bre
aking phase transition its velocity can easily be estimated with the result 
that it becomes ineffective below сса. т/ь = 10"J [76], although the equi
librium ratio, containing a factor exp{-mm/T) [20,771, is much lower. Indeed, 
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this factor »ight be enough to go below the observation limit 178]. 
However, the calculation In Refs.[20,77] is not valid for first-order 

transitions. Turner suggested 179] that n» at о after a strong first-order 
transition. So it is necessary to follow Monopole pair production and annihi
lation through the transition. It was done in using the model of Ref. [39]. 
There are no monopoles in the symmetric phase, while in the asymmetric one we 
can use for the estimate of creation and annihilation processes [80] 

h • 3(R/R)n « -<<rv>(n2-n 2 ) . (93) 
ш m О 

The first term in the parenthesis describes the annihilation processes, while 
the second term describes the pair creation resulting asymptotically in the 
equilibrium density no without expansion. Fig.7 shows the result of such a 
calculation [81]. The cUmensionless variable r = n(hc/u) was used with the 
initial value ro = 10" (which is rather high). Fig.7 displays the final 
density rr versus initial one n. Again, the annihilation is Ineffective be
low some density, but, even with ri a 0 pair creation will build up some fi
nite value гг. Everything can be repeated for other values of ro, with the 
result that equilibrium transition and later adiabatic expansion is coapatl-
ble^with the present limit of ш/s only if (i) n s w and Ш ) ri s 
10~ . While the first condition probably holds [78], the second one does 
not, because of causality considerations. Something drastic must have hap
pened either during or after the transition. 
5.2.2. Diluting monopoles / Basic ideas of inflation 

• 
What is needed is a very large entropy production thus decreasing пя/s. How
ever, if it were not accompanied by a similar volume increase, the matter 
would be heated back into the symmetric phase, not arriving at present day 
physics. The entropy and volume productions tend to be connected in cosmo
logy. Tolman showed that irreversible processes accelerate the expansion 
[82]. Similarly, via eq.(23), an unequllibrium state, being overfilled with 
energy, causes faster expansion. Again, in such states the pressure P is ge
nerally below the equilibrium value, and thus R/R a -(e+P) (from eqs.(22,23)) 
Is higher. The necessary increases are given in Ref.[83]; we will return to 
this point, but first notice that such a many order of magnitude entropy pro
duction invalidate the previous extrapolation from present data to the 
"Initial" conditions. Therefore, from our knowledge, even 

R ( T p i ) « R p i (94) 
has become possible. 

One may accept this initial condition on the grounds of maxima?, simplici
ty; If this is not enough, one may represent the unknown Planck energy phys
ics by means of a simultaneous use of General Relativity and Quantum Field 
Theory. This results in a Hawking radiation; for details see Ref.[84]. Taking 
into account the radiation in the Einstein equation, a model for the very 
early evolution can be calculated, which is geodetlcally incomplete in the 
time direction. When the history starts, one has, Indeed, R « RPI [85]. 

Now, having fixed the initial parameters, let us again concentrate on the 
GUT phase transition. During transition the local state of matter is de
scribed as a two-phase mixture. To close down the system of dynamical equa
tions (22,23,26) one needs an evolution equation for x. One may cast eq.(32) 
in the alternative forms 

x - x(e,t,R,...) (e.g., in equilibrium), (95) 
x - x(x,T,t,R,...) (going to equilibrium). (95') 

Entropy can be produced in non-equilibrium transitions; the most obvious 
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idea is supercooling (by delayed phase transition). However even this pheno
menon nay be realized by quite different Mechanisms. Here we always start 
fro« phenomenology, i.e., by choosing a special structure for eqs.(95.95*). 
To formulate the delay, first we Introduce t 

T(t ) = T . (96) 
•q *q 

The first possible mechanism is 
x(t-t < т ) * 0; afterwards finite but moderate, (97) 

where та is a delay parameter. Then, during x « 0 a long adiabatic (RT -
const) supercooling happens. In this stage, after some time, a deeply super
cooled state T € T is reached, where according to eqs. (56,69,70) 

•4 
p < 0, e • p * 0, e * const. (98) 

The result is an exponential expansion [83], therefore already moderate in
creases in Td may lead to many orders of magnitude of extra expansion. If 
later the transition happens, then the released latent heat gives the neces
sary entropy production. 

This scenario is the phenomenologic counterpart of the old Inflation sce
nario, obtained from the microscopic assumption that the Higgs field was 
trapped for a time either in the symmetric state or in the shallower "false'' 
vacuum (83). However, there is a tendency that the transition cannot be com
pleted [86], since the supercooled states with p < 0 expand very rapidly. An
other problem of this scenario is the tendency to produce inhomogeneitles 
(bubble, walls etc.) leading to too high present density fluctuations. 

The next possibility is 
ic(t-t < T ) « 0; afterwards very large. (99) 

eq d " 
Then the transition will be completed indeed. This picture is realized in the 
new inflation scenario. The microscopy is, e.g., a very flat Hlggs potential 
Vo(*). For this X € 1 and special values e « 1 are needed. Then the state of 
the Higgs field is going to start to "roll down" shortly after teq; however 
this rolling is very slow until the very neighborhood of the side minimum. 
The needed time is Td. Then there is a rapid almost vertical drop. This mech
anism works; however, there are two problems. First, in order to get appro
priate density fluctuations, being sufficiently low and scalefree (i.e., of 
Zel'dovich type) for later galaxy formation, values of X * 10~ are needed 
1871, which is a rather unnatural number constant for a fundamental theory. 
This is the famous fluctuation problem of inflationary cosmologies. Second, 
in this scenario, to ensure the homogeneity of the observed part of Universe 
it is necessary to get a single bubble or domain on scales much exceeding the 
present horizon. Then the Universe would not be ordered on some large cosmic 
scales; the Copernican principle would be violated. A similar proposition is 
the chaotic inflation, when the potential is not too flat, but the Initial 
state is not * = 0, but "random" and very distant from the minimum. For some 
time, the state of * "rolls down", there is an energy surplus, pressure defi
ciency and equilibration with entropy production. This scenario does not be
long to our topic, because there is no phase transition inIt at all. Never
theless, for completeness' sake we note that again X s 10" is needed (al
though only for one field 1871). Again, there is a tendency to violate the 
coemologic principle by the inhomogeneous final phase of •, and, in addition, 
there is a problem (common with all the aforementioned Inflationary sce
narios) that the geometry of the model ought to be very specific and improba
ble. Inflated domains arc matched to outer ones without specific inflation 
but the outer region can only be unaffected by the inflation if the inflating 
region is spatially almost closed. This configuration should have started 
from highly non-ran-Jom initial conditions 188], so we again do not have any 
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natural explanation for the presently observed regularity. 
An inflation of almost 30 orders of magnitude in R, followed by another 30 

orders of magnitude expansion with the expansion law R « /t of the standard 
hot model, would lead from a causally interdependent initial state at RPI 
Just to the present observed Universe - a remarkable coincidence, usually not 
noticed. In contrast, without inflation the matter within our present horizon 
would consist of (10 ) causally independent regions at t a tPi So its pre
sent large scale homogeneity could not possibly have any physical reason at 
all. This is the famous horizon problem. 

The above review demonstrates that the needed entropy and volume increases 
are quite possible but there are serious problems with timing etc. This sug
gests that the evolution equations (95) should be studied further and more 
carefully. 

5.2.3. Dissipative Inflation 
From a phenomenological viewpoint the above mentioned inflationary scenarios 
are charaterlzed by a nearly adiabatically cooling accompanied by the infla
tion; afterwards the energy of the scalar field decays and causes the re
heating. Due to the adiabaticity during inflating one has R T a const. This 
would Imply that a 10 fold increase of R is accompanied by a cooling down 
to 10 Тсит. However the nearly adiabatic cooling is stopped probably by 
the Hawking radiation [91J at the Hawking temperature Тн = пН/2я (Н is the 
Hubble "constant") = 10" Тсит. Only if further dissipative mechanisms are 
operative, one can avoid such a large supercooling and a poorly treatable re
heating. In what follows we shall consider examples of such dissipative in
flationary scenarios. Note that our approach is pure phenomenological. 

I. Relaxation time approximation 
Now we turn to a more detailed consideration of the phase transformation dy
namics. In connection with the supercooling effects, one sees from eq.(27) 
that considerable entropy production Is to be expected. This is a wanted ef
fect to dilute the monopoles. As bonus we will see that at sufficient super
cooling the entropy production is accompanied by an inflationary expansion of 
the space. 

First we exploit the relaxation time approximation (29) in order to de
monstrate the possibility of rather constant temperatures during the phase 
transformation [89]. With the choice of x 

eq 
x = (e - e (T )) / (e (T ) - e (T )) (100) 
eq 2 eq 1 eq 2 eq 

we find the thermal history of the universe as displayed in Fig. 8. Here we 
assume thermal equilibrium of the phases, i.e. Ti = T2 during the transition. 
The scale factor, the temperature and the phase weight x are displayed for 
the relaxation time TR = 100 teq. Observe the plateau in the temperature 
curve: during this era a tremendous expansion and entropy production happen. 
Only for small values of TR there appears a reheating. For TR > 0.1 teq the 
universe is continuously cooling but also continuously transforming into the 
new phase. 

In Fig.9 the entropy increase £, is displayed as function of the relaxation 
time. As seen, for TR > 10 teq there starts Indeed the tremendous entropy in
crease, accompanied by the quasi-exponential growth of the scale factor. As 
outcome of this study we also mention that even in case of continuous co
oling, but accompanied by a continuous phase transformation, sufficient in
flation occurs. The temperatures are tepid. 

What remains unspecified in the present model is the relaxation time TR 
(cf, [871 for estimating the time scales ot the change of the vacuum in de-
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pendence on the Higgs potential parameters). To overcome this lack of know
ledge we are going to consider the model of the nucleation theory where the 
surface tension and bubble growth velocity appear as relevant parameters 
which are accessible, in principle, by direct calculations relying on a spe
cific model (see Ref.119] for such calculations). 
II. Tepid inflation and galaxy formation 
As we have seen above, inflationary models play with huge numbers. In quanti
tative models, which rely on numerical calculations, this turns out to be a 
problem. Therefore, it Is useful to have at disposal a simple model which is 
able to cover such large numbers without problems. Such a model is that of 
fixed Initial and final states (see Fig.10). In case of the model equation of 
state 

P t - о T f
4 • Ь 1* - c, p 2 = b T 2 \ (101) 

(see eqs.(69,70,83) and Refs. 114,391 for the values of the coefficients) the 
Friedmann equations (22,23) and the average prescription (26) can be solved 
analytically with the result (29,89,90] 

R (t) = R Q <L (ef - 8)(1 + cos *)/(2e 28)> L / , 4 L"* B ), (102) 
X(t) = e 2(2 В 11 • cos 0 ] ~ V L - 1} / ( L - 8), 
L = e j - e , В = с - b t*/2, (103) 
ф = u(t - \.%) * ф о , и = 4 С (е2 8 (L - 8)> 1 / 2/ L, 
ф = arccos < -1 + 2 e 8 /(L (e - 8])}, 

where the phase transformation starts at t = t and is completed at t , 
t » t • {arccos 12 В / L -1] - ^ Q) / ы. (104) 

Using these simple expressions, we find at the end of the transition the co-
moving entropy enhancement 

С - (s,Ri) / ( S i R*) 
= [sz(T)/Si(T)] (^ - 8)/e 2> 3 L / ( 4 t" 4 8 ) (105) 

which is displayed in Fig.11 in case of an isothermal transition. The partic
ular outcome of the given model is that even moderate supercooling (say, 
somewhat above 90%) is quite sufficient to solve the monopolé and horizon/-
flatness/causality problems (90]. This is to be contrasted with the old in
flationary model where a supercooling by many orders of magnitude below T*q 
has been required. Due to the moderate supercooling we call our model tepid 
inflation. 

In order to explain galaxy formation by nonlinear processes, relative den
sity fluctuations 6e/e « Ю" 5, roughly independent of the scale 12,87], are 
needed when the extragalactic scales reenter the horizon in the later ra
diation dominated era (91]. Indeed, thermal fluctuations at the GUT tempera
ture scale are Just in the wanted order of magnitude. From thermodynamics one 
finds for charge-symmetric matter at the first horizon crossing (90,91) 

6e/» = {-0 2s/oe 2)" ,/V> , / 2 * <T , /M ) 3 / 2 N , / 4 * 10"5. (106) 
GUT PI 

In models with extreme supercooling two problems arise: (1) inflation occurs 
at very low temperature (thus lowering the measure of relative fluctuations), 
(li) at second horizon crossing the fluctuations are amplified by the factor 
e/(e • p). While in the standard scenarios [91] this factor is rather large 
(* 10 ) it is in our model on a reasonable scale. So the density perturba
tions here are due to thermal fluctuations. There is no need of unnatural 
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weak couplings of the inflaton field (in the present model it is characte
rized by Л1.2 « 1, while in others * 10~ is required). 

The phenomenologic picture supported by these considerations corresponds 
to a continuous creation of coherent domains and a quasi-homogeneous vacuum 
decay during the whole Inflation. Not a single region is Inflated to encom
pass the observable part of the universe; the fine tuning of the initial 
energy density is not needed; the cosmological principle may hold true even 
behind the present horizon. - So it seems that the tepid inflation in a 
phenomenological framework is quite appealing. 

III. Study of the nucleation dynamics 
Now we have to demonstrate that realistic models support the reallzability of 
the tepid inflation scenario. We solve the Friedmann equations (22,23) con
sistent with the nucleation equations (32*) or (32") and the averaging equa
tions (26) and the equations of state (69,70) or (101), respectively. Note 
that our approach differs from the one in Ref. [25] since we take into account 
correctly the feed back of the released latent heat and also include the 
averaging (26). As reference model we take the Avrami equation (32') without 
quantum tunneling effects, without time lag and ith equal temperatures in 
both phases. The nucleation probability (30) as function of the temperature 
is displayed in Fig.12. One observes the very sensitive dependence of the 
nucleation probability on the surface tension parameter <ro. The nucleation 
probability takes a maximum at the temperature T # 

T » * 3 T c { ( ~ 5 B + [ Z S ß 2 + 3 6 ( o ~ *)l l / 2>' 
(-B + [B2 + 4 (o - 6)] 1 / 2> 1 / 2. (107) 

The dependence of w(T») is displayed in Fig.13. Observe the variation of 
w(T») over 30 orders of magnitude when varying the surface tension parameter 
«ro from 2 to 3. Since the available estimates of <ro [19,25] give only rather 
rough values, we take in our study <ro as free parameter and discuss the re
sults as function of <ro 

The nucleation equation (32') is equivalent to a fourth order differential 
equation. Neglecting all derivatives containing R,R. .., v,v... one gets [30] 

h U V > * 8 я v 3 w. (108) 
That means nucleation sets in at 

w » w (2 С В 1 / 2 ) " 4 « 0(1). (109) 
This estimate can be fulfilled as long as 

<r < <r * = <4 log(M /T ) 3 T [-с • b T 2 + (o - 6) T 2 ] 2 

0 0 p с • • " 
/(16 я г V 3 (no) 

with (Го* * 2.03 in the present model. I.e. for <ro > <ro nucleation will be 
rather seldom, and we expect that In this parameter range we recover the un
satisfactory scenario of the neverending phase transition [25,86,, 92]. In 
Fig.14 the dependence of the critical surface tension parameter <ro is dis
played as funcjtlon of the energy scale of the critical temperature, Доу». 
While above <ro we expect the neverending transition, below <ro Jhe transi
tion will be completed in finite times. Just the region around <r0 is for us 
of interest, since here the inflation and the tremendous ent.'-opy generation 
is expected. 

In Fig. 15 the scale factor and the comoving entropy are displayed for se
veral values of <ro. One observes in the first expansion stages an approximate 
power-law expansion. In the present examples a power law Inflation is 
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realized with R « t and oc fc 1. Increasing the surface tension parameter 
slightly we recover already the neverending scenario: after a continuous de
crease, the phase weight stops at small but finite value without decreasing 
further in the time scales under consideration. That means the space is too 
fast expanding and the growing bubbles are unable to fill it; nucleatlon is 
too seldom at such deep temperatures to create sufficiently many bubbles for 
filling the space [25]. Note that the inflation here is driven by xB (instead 
of В as In the old inflation scenario). While the inflation starts here again 
with power-law type, it runs in its final states into the exponential expan
sion of space. We find throughout in the nucleation scenario that only the 
approximate power-law inflation with <r г 1 ensures a completed phase transi
tion. For smaller values of <ro the transition is too fast completed: the 
entropy Increase is too small and inflation is not successful. The given 
examples make clear that some fine tuning of сто is needed to achieve satis
factory inflation and monopolé dilution. Unfortunately, we are, due to the 
huge number numeric, not able to follow explicitly an successful example with 
our present code version. Therefore we study in the next subsection an ana
lytical model for exploring the features of the power-law inflation. 

Now we discuss several variants of our nucleation scenario in order to see 
how one can relax the required fine tuning of <ro for a successful realization 
of the tepid inflation. 
(i) quantum tunneling: Including the quantum tunneling as described in (30'H) 
we find minor effects: For example, at <ro - 2.065 and Q = 10" (being an ex
tremely high value) the transition is completed at t a 10 ti, £ « 10 , again 
with power-law inflation. The more realistic value Q = 10" leaves us wt№ 
the neverending scenario: xmm = 10~9 at t a 10 ti, R в 101 Ri, £ a 10 . 
Taking <r = 2.064986 we find о 

for Q = 10"5: x = 0 at t m 10 3 t , € ss 105, R « Ю 3 R^ 
for Q = 10" 1 0: x = 0 at t * 10° tt, С af 10 1 0, R з 10 8 R^ 
for Q = 10"2O:x = 10"9 at t a 10 7 t , Ё a 10 2 2, R * 10 1 3 R . 

ml n J 1 
These examples show that quantum tunneling helps completing the transition, 
but only in a very restricted range of values of <ro and only for rather large 
values of Q. The required fine tuning of <ro is only slightly relaxed, 
(ii) bubble growth velocity: Up to now we took the bubble growth velocity ac
cording to (31') with к = 6. We note that the growth velocity is an effective 
quantity being not directly related to the velocity of a front separating the 
old and the new phase. Therefore, the analysis of front velocities 127) (see 
also the section on scenarios of the QCD confinement transition) cannot give 
definite numbers for the effective growth velocity. Nevertheless some semi
quantitative analysis can be given. There are two types of bubbles: slowly 
growing deflagration buDbles and the fast growing detonation bubbles. They 
cover different regions in the parameter space Ti vs. Тг (see Fig.19). 

In particular, we mention that in case of fast growing bubbles, there Is 
no mechanism of reheating the old phase. Such a situation is rather compli
cated to be modeled. In principle, our parameterization (31) belongs to bub
bles which at small supercooling grow moderately, while at larger super
cooling they grow in accordance with [26] rather fast. To elucidate the ef
fect of very slowly growing bubbles (i.e., of the deflagration type) we modify 
the eq. (31') by changing к into к « 1. Our findings, among others, are 

<r » 2.0356884: x « 0 at t a 10 9 t . С > 10 1 3, R * 10 9 R . 
о * * 

«r - 2.0356894: x = 10" 9 at t as 10 7 t . £ * Ю 1 9 , R и 10 R . 
0 mln 1 1 

Also the slowly growing bubble scenario does not avoid the needed fine tuning 
of o-o. 
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(iii) time lag: In the fast expanding universe there is some time delay of 
the fluctuations to come into thermal equilibrium. We mimic this by the time 
lag (30"*) which can be expanded into 

w(t - t R) = w(t) <1 - t R T (16*<r3)/(3 T [Pj - p ]2) 
tl/T • 2(si - s 2)/{ P i - p2)} (111) 

with tR as new effective parameter. Our numerical findings can be described 
•s follows. For fixed values of eo the time lag helps to complete the phase 
transformation. Too large values of tR cause unsuccessful inflation and in
sufficient entropy production. Too small values of tR are not operative. The 
fine tuning for tR is not so extreme as for <ro. There is some plateau in the 
plot of temperature vs. time at T * o. 32 Teq (sometimes also a slight re
heating appears), but proper inflation and entropy production happen at con
tinuous supercooling at T < 0.1 Teq. The expansion is again approximately 
power-like. At all, the time lag relaxes indeed the fine tuning somewhat, but 
does not avoid it completely. 
(iv) modified transformation kinetics: Detailed comparison of the nurleation 
dynamics in the Avrami (32') and Ruckenstein-Ihm (32") approximations shows 
that, within the former one, one approaches very slowly the completion of the 
transformation, while within the latter one, the transformation is faster 
achieved. In fact, our numerical finding.- with eq. (32") show again the same 
features as described above. But the decisive difference is that the appro
ximate power-law inflation proceeds with a ss 3. 
(v) different temperatures: The above presented studies rest on the as
sumption of fast thermalisation between the old and the new phase. In case of 
fast expanding bubbles the thermal equilibrium might not be achieved, i.e. рг 
in eq.(30) depends on the second temperature Тг not being identical with the 
temperature of the old phase Tt There are different possibilities to model 
such different temperatures. In Ref. [25J it has been assumed that Ti obeys 
the adiabatic cooling law Ti ~ sinh / (2 С VB t). Obviously the dynamical 
feed back of the phase conversion is in such a simplification neglected, i.e., 
eqs. (22,23) are not solved consistently with the given energy density e ac
cording to eq. (26) (also Ti = Tz is arbitrarily used in Ref. [25]). A con
sistent model is given in the following scenario: The old phase cools adiaba-
tically according to Ti = Teq Re / R where R(Teq) = Re. The temperature of 
the new phase is determined by the equation of state from the given energy 
density and the phase weight x following from eqs.(22,32) while R is given 
by eq.(23). This a consistent model with two different temperatures. One 
verifies easily that by means of two different temperatures the nucleatlon 
probability is drastically changed. However even in this case we recover the 
findings as described above: There is only a narrow range in the parameter 
space wherein satisfying inflation and sufficient monopolé dilution is going 
on. This scenario is realized again by the power-law inflation with a > 1. 
Larger values of av and Q and too large values of tR result in the never-
ending phase transition, while smaller values of его and Q give not sufficient 
inflation and monopolé dilution. 
(vi) modified nucleation rate: All above presented studies rely on the crude 
approximation <ro • const. This causes the difficulties to complete the phase 
conversion when cooling down the old phase to T < T» * JTeq/2. As known from 
Refe. 117,23] the surface tension scales as (1 - T/Tqc) , \ * 1.2 •... 1.5. 
near the critical point. In Ref.[19] another functional dependence of the 
nucleation rate on the temperature in different approximations has been de
rived. We are not going to discuss these modified nucleation rates. As a rule 
we mention: (i) any modification which shifts the maximum nucleation rate to 
higher values of T increases the difficulties for achieving successful infla
tion and a completed phase transformation; (ii) any modification which shifts 
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the maximum rate to lower tempera'.urc* helps achieving both successful infla
tion and completing the phase transformation; in addition, the fine tuning is 
relaxed. In particular, taking into account the spinodal decomposition at low 
temperatures by an effective description via ao » (T/T«q) , 6 > V3 would 
help to realize the tepid Inflationary scenario. Since this point requires a 
separate study, we postpone its detailed discussion. 

IV. Power-law inflation 
As seen In Fig.15 and as described above, there exist a restricted range of 
parameters of the nucleation theory where an approximate power law-inflation 
is realized. Such power-law inflation models have been .onsidered in Ref. -
[93], but with respect to the dynamics of the inflaton field in a special 
potential. Here we analyze the power-law inflation within the thermodynamical 
framework. 

Let be given the scale factor by 
R m R (a + [b + tl a) (112) 

0 
(for a more generic ansatz see [94]). Then, the Friedmann equations (22,23) 
for the equation of state (69,70) or (101) with b = 0 are solved by 

R - RQ x" Ш • v)a - 1 • a (2 e - l ) / ( o - 1), (113) 
e - e i {a (2e - 1)(1 + v ) a _ 1 / [(1 + v)a- 1 + a(2e - l ) / ( a - l ) ] ) 2 , 
x = e { 2 a - l + ( 1 + v)~* [2 a (e-1) • Ш , 
X - (a - 1)/{C Vet ( 2e - l ) ) , v • (t - tj/x, e • B/e^ 

where the boundary conditions e = ei, x = 1 at t * ti (v - 0) are fulfilled. 
In case of 0 < e < 1 and 0 < a < /2 these equations permit a finite transi
tion era which terminates at и = with x = 0 

v = -1 + {[2 a (1 - e) - 11/(2 a - 1]} 1 / Z . (114) 
2 

We are interested in an inflationary expansion R > 0, i.e. a > 1. In that 
case the power-law expansion era would be infinite. But, as can be seen from 
Fig. 15 the very end of the phase transformation (i.e. the transition to the 
radiation era) is clearly not power-law like. Suppose there is the power-law 
epoch up to v » 1 , then asymptotically one finds from eqs.(113) 

R * R va, e * e if2, x * tf2, (115) 
T-T* v-1/2, t.v«9*"". 

сит -is/a 
To have successful-inflation, Riw) * 10 Ro, one ends up with T * 10" 
Tew and С * 1£)45(2a-i)/« T h a t m e a n s f o r t n e д у г а п,1 phase transition dy
namics with a > 1 that Inflation is terminated at T > 1 GeV with С * 10 , 
while for the Ruckenstein-Ihm dynamics with a * 3 the more appealing values T 
» 10 GeV and g * 10 s are achieved. 

It seems that the latter case is rather satisfactory (in particular with 
respect to the galaxy formation), since the reheating problems are avoided. 
At the end of the inflationary era also the phase transformation terminates; 
all latent heat has been consumed to drive inflation. 

Clearly, the price in the present realization is the fine tuning required 
for the parameters of the nucleation theory. To estimate the fine tuning 
needed we choose eq. (114); to have R(w) * 10 Ro, a fine tuning in the or
der of 10 Is needed, being unacceptable. However, eq.(112) is a somewhat 
poor ansatz. In [941 we have shown that a slight generalization relaxes the 
fine tuning to 10 for the Ruckenstein-Ihm dynamics. The present para
meterization cannot avoid such fine tuning, but anyway it is better than re
quiring a very particular Initial state of the Universe at the Planck tempe-
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rature with fine tuning « 10~ . Taking into account the time lag and quantum 
tunneling improves the situation. 

V. Fluctuating matter fields instead of a two-phase mixture 
Some of the above mentioned difficulties may be absent if the matter during 
the transition can be described as state not being a volume mixture of drop
lets in definite phases but as being in intermediate transient state fluctua
ting to and from between bubble/domain and high energy vacuum, and therefore 
preventing the development of regions with different autonomous dynamics for 
the two asymptotic states. One can check the feasibility of such an idea. 
Namely, such a fuzzy state of matter leads to the wanted inflation only if 
the spatial and temporal gradient terms do not rule out e + p < 0. These con
tributions are known (95]: 

e a V + ф 2/2 + ^гааФ)2/2Н2 • T terms, (116) 
p a -V • Ф2/2 + ^гааФ) 2/6И 2 + T terms. (117) 

At the formation of a domain grad* s ф/(сопегепсе length); the latter is in 
the order of 1/T, and is cca. 3 orders below the horizon distance. Then all 
three terms belong to the same order of magnitude, but later with the expan
sion the gradient terms decay. Therefore the picture is applicable, and in
flation is possible with such a coupling that the cycle time of changes is 
shorter than the time needed to reach the horizon, but definitely longer than 
the coherence length in units of с Then the entropy is produced in the fluc
tuation of the scalar field coupled to other fields. 

Indeed, in Ref.[96] a model of vacuum burning has been calculated, in 
which the bubbles are repeatingly created and destroyed. This represents one 
concrete realisation of the above mentioned idea of fluctuating matter 
fields. 

5.2.4 Inflation without supercooling 
Finally, it is possible to manufacture a model in which there is no super
cooling at all. Then, of course, one has to look for another irreversibility 
for the entropy production. Two possible mechanisms are apparent: local equi
libration (of an original unthermalized momentum distribution), or "non-
equ i1i br i urn" processes. 

I. Local equilibration 
The first possibility is similar to the "chaotic inflation". From the relati-
vistic Boltzmann equation one can conclude that the matter cannot remain in 
complete thermal equilibrium if the particle mass is nonzero and there is no 
time-like symmetry {97]. So in the very early Universe the particle col
lisions were not sufficiently effective to thermal ize the unknown initial 
distribution. Following the thermalization in a simplified model [98] the re
sult is that the actual state depends on the initial conditions, so is not 
unique, above cca. T = 1.5*10 GeV. If the energy scale parameter u is near 
this or above, then the phase transition Itself is also influenced. Lucky 
initial conditions may lead to sufficient entropy production. However, this 
is a rather negative statement. 

II. Viscous inflation 
The second possibility is local equilibrium with transfer of irreversibili
ties. However, the transfers are very restricted because of the high sym
metry. On pure phenomenologic level one can see that the only possibility Is 
an effective volume viscosity. The dynamical pressure (12) then reads 
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P » p - 3(R/R)<. (118) 
Here С Is the effective viscosity coefficient. If it is sufficiently high. 
the dynamical pressure P can be negative enough for inflation, and in the 
same time, the entropy production can be substantial. 

The ideal scenario would be a balance between cooling by expansion and 
heating by entropy increase; then the local state would be a steady state 
(slallar to a de Sitter universe) with exponential expansion. In such a case 
the entropy and energy densities are constant, and after soae ti»e the flat
ness, horizon and Monopole problems are solved, because the Monopole density, 
of course, goes down exponentially. For the balance the necessary condition 
is [99) 

< = M p i (e • p) / (24e) 1 / 2. (119) 
Since everything depends solely on the teMperature, eq.(119) is an equation 
for To where the steady state happens. 

However, consider the neighborhood of To. If both sides are continuous in 
T, two possibilities exist: at lower temperatures either the left hand side 
dominates or the right hand side. In the first case the Universe cannot cool 
below To, and this definitely was not the case in the real Universe. In the 
second case, the Universe cannot start to cool at the beginning above To. 
Both cases are profitless. 

However, with a phase transition at To th" sides do not have to be conti
nuous. The ideal case is when ^ is snail in the symmetric phase, so it does 
not disturb the cooling; but is almost enough for the balance in the asym
metric phase on To. Then, Just after the transition, the temperature almost 
stops to drop down at To. However, there is a very slow cooling, finally car
rying away the system from the balance, and then the interrupted cooling re
covers [99]. The question is whether this ideal scenario can be realized or 
not. This depends on the transport coefficient < of the GUT continuum which 
cannot be calculated without serious simplifying assumptions. Here we re
strict ourselves to the approximation of a relativistic dilute gas of point
like X bosons. (The continuum is really dilute in the kinetic sense [73].) 
Then a volume viscosity appears In the energy range on the boundary of non-
relativistic and relativistic behavior [100] whose approximate form is 

» ~ ~2 3 
< at a m 

(T/m ) 9 / г if T « m 
X X (120) 

(m /T) if T » m , 
where a - 1/45 is the GUT coupling constant. Indeed, in both asymptotic cases 
< + 0. The mass of the X bosons can be taken from standard theory [101]. It 
vanishes in the symmetric phase, and it is in the order of u after symmetry 
breaking. Therefore the viscosity coefficient vanishes before the phase tran
sition, and it is substantial Just after when m * T * p. Assuming that the 
near-equilibrium formalism is still valid, one can calculate the expansion 
and cooling. The parameter ц needs a tuning to get sufficiently slow cooling^ 
A simple estimation yields [99] that for an increase of R by a factor of 10 
during an almost isotherm expansion it must be cca. XV,, which is not extreme
ly fine tuning. A model calculation was performed in Ref.[102], with the re
sult that ц * 6 10 GeV is needed. It is a rather high value from particle 
physicist's point of view. A characteristic cooling curve is displayed on 
Fig.16. 

This is a simplified model, and can be criticized from various angles. A 
check of the near-equilibrium approximation shows [103] that during the aver
age collision time the relative change of specific entropy is in the order of 
unity, which, in the best case, is the borderline of the applicability. An-
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other peculiarity is the negativity of the dynamical pressure P, unfamiliar 
in near-equilibrium cases. However, the GUT continuum is able to carry nega
tive pressure, and it appears in any case with exponential expansion. For 
further discussion of the model see Ref.[104]. 

Here we stop with GUT phase transition scenarios. If Grand Unification is 
a true theory then it is almost sure that strong entropy production is needed 
to avoid Impossibly abundant magnetic monopoles; still higher production 
solves the horizon and flatness (i.e. initial condition) problems, and vari
ous mechanisms may result in this entropy production and expansion. While the 
real mechanism has not been yet selected, one may hope in success In near 
future. 

5.3. The supersymmetry breaking phase transition 
Going down with temperature the next possible phase transition is the SUSY 
one. For def lnlter.ess' sake assume that the energy scale of the spontaneous 
symmetry breaking is the 10 1 GeV, suggested in Ref. [54]. Then we have to 
compare the time scale of cooling -T/f as 10" sec, and that of the elemen
tary SUSY processes h/ц as 10" sec. The many orders of magnitude diffe. <гпсе 
suggests decently an equilibrium transition. Selecting the symmetry group the 
coefficients of eqs. (69,70) can again be calculated with the JISUSY and with 
rather very poorly guessed parameters e and Л1.2 Assuming с » 1 the forma
lism of [39] can again be used; after an equilibrium transition again a T « 
l//t expansion recovers. 

However then, as told in Chapter 4, gravitinos dominate the present Uni
verse to an extent ruled out by observations. This does not happen if psusv 
fulfills one of the unequalities given in (87"), or if there was an inflation 
scenario again, now diluting the gravitinos í105]. Now we are above the upper 
limit of fisusy by 3 orders of magnitude, therefore gravitinos are too massive 

6 6 
by a factor 10 , consequently an entropy production of 10 orders is needed. 

Since the structure of the equation of state is the same as for GUT, the 
candidates for mechanisms behind inflation are the same as above. We have 
checked the needed parameter value in the tepid scenario. Apart from slight 
dependence on the unknown number parameters e, Ai,2 the entropy production 
vs. relative supercooling relation displayed (cf. e.g., Ref,[91]) is valid, 
therefore 10 6 times extra entropy would require_flcca. 80У. relative super
cooling, quite unprobable with the estimated 10" ratio of characteristic 
times of elementary processes and cooling. 

So we guess that, while the SUSY bansltion may be of substantially first 
order, it happens practically in equilibrium, so its entropy production is 
not important. Since generally the assumed symmetry breaking scheme does not 
Involve a new U(l) symmetry group, the monopolé problem is absent. 
5.4. The electroweak symmetry breaking 
The next phase transition is the symmetry breaking of the electrowe-k theory 
at T * 100 GeV. In Chapter 4 we estimated that the transition is at most 
weakly first order. Therefore its consequences on both dynamics and entropy 
are rather negligible; since there is one U(l) symmetry both before and after 
the transition, monopolé production is generally regarded as absent. However, 
the transition Is not fully without consequences for latter stages of the 
evolution. Namely, some inhomogénéi ties may be generated during first-order 
transitions, and, being this one the last phase transition (see below), they 
may survive. (For these inhomogénéi ties cf.[106].) 

Following the expanding and cooling universe further we meet as next 
interesting stage the cosmic confinement transition. 
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5.5. Scenarios for the QCD confinement transition 
During the confinement transition the previously weakly interacting quarks 
and gluons coagulate and build up hadrons. While most of them are pions, 
which later decay into photons, a very few quarks also build up baryons. Just 
this exceedingly small percentage of baryons will later constitute the matter 
which we see now to be concentrated in stars and planets and the Earth with 
the plants, animals and humans. 

At the confinement temperature the photons, the neutrinos and the elec
trons and muons constitute the dominant radiation background. Its pressure 
reads in ultrarelativistlc approximation [64) 

% * *b, " 2 T* / 9 0' 4,-;E 're-,.,* £ *Bo.. - 1 4" 2 5' ( 1 2 П 

where the g's refer to the fermion and boson degeneracies. Up to the inset of 
the confinement the temperature and scale factor obey 

RT = const, T = M sinh 1 / 2(2 С Л / И ) sinh"1/2(2 С VB t) (122) 
PI PI 

5.5.1. Global features 
Due to the very small baryon asymmetry (u/T « 10"1 ; и denotes in this sec
tion the chemical potential! ) we handle at first with the global features of 
the confinement transition with the approximation и = 0. Then, the Friedmann 
equations (22,23), the averaging prescription (26) and the equations of state 
for both the confined and the deconfined state (90,91) and the background 
contributions (121) are solved by eqs.(102,103) with (29,89] 

e . 51Л5 ,» T • • в. e = 12-25 „ 2 T \ (123) 
J 30 1 2 30 2 

For an equilibrium transition one has 
T = T = T = (90 В /34 л 2] 1'*, L • 4B. 
1 2 eq 

From eq.(122) one finds that the transition starts at ti = teq * 8 usee and 
terminates with x = 0 at the time 

t = t + (arccos [ 2 B / L - 11 - u > / w s l 2 »xsec. (125) 
2 1 0 

According to the large latent heat released during the confinement, the tran
sition lasts a considerable time. In deriving the eq.(125) we have assumed an 
equilibrium transition at Teq « 200 MeV. Quite different models give similar 
results [64,107]. 
5.5.2. Supercooling and smooth transition scenarios 
To elucidate the degree of supercooling and the reheating features, one has 
to solve again the Friedmann equations (22,23) consistently with the nuclea-
tion equations (30-32) and the the equation of state (90,91,121). A first 
very general discussion was given in Ref. [108), and in Ref.[109) the super
cooling as function of the surface tension has been estimated in a simplified 
consideration. The consistent solution of the mentioned equations was first 
presented in Ref.[30). In Fig. 17 the temperature as function of the time is 
displayed for different values of the surface tension parameter <ro. One ob
serves, even for small surface tension parameters (say, « * 1), a noticeable 
supercooling ( * 5%), followed by fast reheating. The Universe spends most' 
time during the confinement transition at a temperature near to Teq. For an 
increased surface tension parameter <ro, the supercooling is more pronounced 
and the reheating slows down; the transition era prolongates considerably. To 
remain within a reasonable range of possible parameters, we mention that in 
Refs.[22,124] the surface tension has been estimated to be rather small. If 
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this estimate is correct, the supercooling is indeed not too large. Corres
pondingly the entropy production is moderate. (Only in the presumably un
likely case of <ro > 4 one gets considerable entropy production.) Relying on 
this estimate the presents scenario "predicts" a rather smooth and undramatic 
transformation. 

Comparison with the relaxation time approximation [29] shows that nuc-
leation theory [30] gives a much sharper reheating. So one can conclude that 
the relaxation time approximation is not a fully adequate approximation. 

The above given results rely on the assumption of a fast equilibration of 
temperature between both phases. The case of different temperatures has been 
studied in [29] within some approximations; no interesting effect has been 
found. 
5.5.3. The turbulent transformation 
It has been objected [110] that the application of classical notions to the 
confinement transition is inadequate, since confinement is a qualitative dif
ferent process. This may or may not be so; nevertheless we think that the 
careful application of quite general issues should help to "guide eyes" In 
the main evolutionary lines. In Ref.[ill] a more microscopic and QCD-insplred 
picture has been developed. It relies on the assumption that in the expanding 
plasma some voids of perturbative vacuum appears, as the plasma expands and 
cools further there appear some islands connected by string-like QCD matter 
(see Fig.18). These strings will slow down the expansion, since the strings 
act as springs, (Note however that the negative bag pressure effectively 
causes the same effect). Afterwards the strings break and individual hadrons 
appear. Also this scenario is quite quiet. 

A turbulent scenario can be drawn when one considers the hydrodynamical 
expansion of the hadron bubbles in the quark environment. Following Ref.[27], 
in [28] this process has been studied in the plane front and bulk approxima
tion. One has to require (i) the conservation of energy and momentum and (ii) 
the conservation of charge and (iii) the increase of entropy across a front 
separating the plasma and the hadron matter. In the system where the front is 
at rest these requirements read [111] 

H e + p) v y 2] = 0, (126) 
[(e + p) v 2 •/ + p] = 0, 
In v y] =» 0, a 
[ S V 7 ] 2 °' 2 -1/2 

where the short hand notation [A] = A2 - Ai is used, and у = (1 - v ) (v 
is the flow velocity of matter). The front is assumed to be narrow in com
parison with the homogeneous regions of the hadron and plasma matter. 

The physical conditions 0 * vi,2 s 1 and (iii) restrict the regions of 
permitted initial and final states as depicted in Fig.19 for the simple bag 
model equation of state (90,91). 

To fulfill the boundary conditions, namely both the pl?sma and the hadron 
matter do not flow, since that matter is globally in rest, one finds two ty
pical bubble types (see Fig.20). 
(i) deflagration bubbles: They send a pre-shock into the plasma; the pre-
shock reheats the plasma; its energy is taken from the released latent heat; 
(ii) detonation bubbles: In the hadron matter a post-shock propagates. 
While the deflagration bubbles need only a moderate (or even no) super
cooling, the detonation bubbles require extremely supercooled initial and ex
tremely superheated final states. The front separating the plasma and the 
hadron matter propagates in space. In Ref.1112] also time like fronts have 
been considered which correspond to the spontaneous conversion of a finite 
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region of the plasma into hadron matter. 
Clearly the plane front approximation for describing bubbles is too rough; 

so different types of self-similar spheroidal bubbles have been investigated 
(113) with the result that the basic structure of the bubbles (see Fig.21) is 
recovered. Most authors concentrate on the initial state of the transition. 
I.e., the growing of hadron bubbles in the plasma, while the shrinking of 
plasma bubbles in hadron matter escaped the detailed study (see, however the 
subsection about baryon concentration below). In line with our earlier 
studies (15,112), the wide variety of different conversion types of charge 
symmetric quark-gluon matter into hadron matter has been considered (114) and 
also the stability properties of the fronts are investigated [115]. 

While the quiet and smooth scenarios of the previously described scenarios 
lead to the prediction of no possible Imprint of the hadronizatlon era upon 
the subsequent cosmic evolution, the analysis of bubble expansion does. In 
Ref.[116] such turbulent scenarios are Investigated. The point is that the 
pre-shock of the deflagration bubbles will induce considerable turbulence in 
the matter (see Fig. 22). Crossing shock waves In both the plasma and the 
hadron matter cause rather disordered flow patterns. The idea behind such a 
turbulent scenario is to look for possible scales of inhomogénéi ties. Indeed, 
Ref.(116) advocates different scales: one arising from the typical scales of 
bubble separation in the very beginning of the transition and the other one 
from the typical bubbles sizes when they touch. The question whether these 
Inhomogene!ties represent the seeds for the later galaxy formation is quite 
unsettled. 

5.5.4. Baryon concentration 
In 1984 E.Witten 1117] published a paper where the fate of the tiny baryon 
excess during the confinement transition is followed. Witten observed that in 
chemical equilibrium the ratio of baryon densities in the plasma phase to the 
hadron matter can be very large. Indeed taking the limit ц/Т « 1 (see below) 
the plasma equation of state reads [57] 

p = -в • V- я 2 T 4 • u 2 T2. (127) 
2 $ q 

, = Ь. ? T 3 • 2 u 2 T 45 q 
(n is the baryon density! ) and the hadron equation of state for non-
interacting pions in ultrarelativistic approximation and nucleons in non-
relativist ic approximation has the form [117] 

p . I. n2 T 4 • 1 b" T cosh (u /T), (128) 

n - I b" sinh( ii SI), 

ff » f. n 2 T 3 * I b"<(5 • m/T) cosh(u /T) - (u/T) slnh(u/T)>, 
30 2 2 я « ™ n 

b* = (2mT/ir)3/2 exp(-m/T> 
n If 

(the Index N refers to nucleons). Therefore in chemical equilibrium, цн -
3 Ц , the baryon contrast 4 1 ~3 .*. ш n / n - l Г b"(T ) (129) 

q N 9 с с 
can be large, e.g., 180 or 15 for Teq = 100 or 150 MeV, respectively. More 
refined estimates in Ref.[1161 give even larger values, while Refs.[62,119J 
claim a rather moderate contrast г * 7. Since presently available lattice re
sults [120] are not reliable enough, it is uncertain which values of the 
baryon contrast come out from QCD. But anyway, if the baryon contrast is suf-
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ficiently high, it can be even more enhanced, if at the end of the confine
ment transition the chemical equilibrium cannot be longer maintained. In the 
cooling universe, the last quark islands lose their energy, while keeping 
their baryon content [117]. So baryon charge becomes concentrated in the last 
quark islands. Some estimates 1117,118,121) advocate values > 99X of net 
baryon charge concentrated In the quark islands. Since the thermal equili
brium is provided to be maintained, this would result in rather high iso
thermal baryon density fluctuations. 

Due to the notorious problems in understanding details of the confinement 
mechanism, it is hardly possible at present to calculate, on a safe footing, 
the baryon contrast at *he end of the hadronization transition. There are 
processes which amplify dynamically the baryon contrast, while other com
peting processes tend to diminish it (see Refs.[121-123]). 

Witten speculated that the highly baryon-enriched plasma regions, later 
cooled down to cold quark matter, might stabilize themselves by converting 
into stable strange quark nuggets. These would appear as candidates for dark 
matter. However, the estimates of Ref.[124] point to rather fast evaporation 
of the "strangelets" [117]. 

On the other hand, when the last quark islands hadronize they appear as 
very baryon-enriched regions. Supposed, the baryon contrast cannot diffuse 
away up to nucleosynthesis, there are small regions in space wherein the 
"standard" conditions for nucleosynthesis are considerably disturbed, say the 
specific entropy is и 1 instead ~ 10 [121]. In addition, due to the dif
ferent diffusion length of protons and neutrons in the electron - anti-
electron background plasma, there are considerable isospin fluctuations to be 
expected. 

Recently available numerical simulations [121,122] for the primordial nuc
leosynthesis show indeed that the isothermal baryon fluctuations can have im
prints on the light element abundances. In particular the Li abundance is 
heavily influenced [125]. Now, there are two ways of thinking; (i) if one be
lieves in the baryon concentration and the resulting overproduction of Li, 
then there must be destructive processes in the later cosmic evolution, which 
escaped our attention up to now; (ii) if one believes that the primordial 
nucleosynthesis modelation must give the observed LI abundance, then several 
properties of the equation of state are restricted to avoid the baryon con
centration at all [125]. Since the subject is still under debate, a common 
belief is not settled. 

Independent of whether or not there is really the described baryon con
centration, the confinement era (or the time slightly after it) marks the end 
of the radiation dominated era. As long as light particles (as light quarks) 
can carry the baryon excess one has indeed u/T * 10 , which Is supposed in 
the previous considerations. To see this point we remember that the presently 
observed ratio of photons to baryons in the universe is in the order of 10 . 
Since the photon density is proportional to the entropy density wt have 

n /n * (r/n * T/u * 10 1 0 (130) 
Г в в к 

in the plasma phase. In the hadron phase it holds 
n /n * <r/n * T 3 / [bK sinh(u/T)]. (131) 
у в в 

The corresponding ratios ц/Т are displayed in Fig. 23. One observes indeed 
that, shortly after the beginning of the hadron era, the matter era starts 
where ц/Т » 1 and the equation of state is determined by the baryons. 
5.L.5. Flavor dynamics 
Once having established the relative importance of the baryon charge in the 
confinement transition one can proceed and analyze the detailed flavor dyna-
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mies. The aost frequent quarks are the u.d and s quarks. The s quarks are 
taken with a mass of 150 MeV [127], so we can use the ultrarelatlvistlc ap
proximation, as for the plons, for first explorative estimates as long as T > 
ISO MeV. Then, the partial pressures, entropies and baryon densities read 

n « - |i Г (baryon density!), 
where 1 « u.d,s. In the hadron phase the most frequent and important par
ticles are pions .(«* • u3), kaons (K* » us, K° • dl), protons (p*« uud), 
neutrons (n * udd), lambdas (A * uds) and slgmas (Z* * uus, f « dds) and the 
corresponding antlpartlcles which follow by conjugating the naive quark con
tent, while the • has no antiparticle. For the sake of simplicity we are 
going to consider here only the low-lying members of the SU(3) aultiplets 
(complete multiplets are considered in Refs.(62,119,126]). According to the 
naive quark model the chemical potentials are given in chemical equilibrium 
by the dominant quark configurations, e.g., [128] 

%• -"«-»v »v . ' 0 ' v - - " « • — • ( 1 3 3 ) 

With respect to the large tine scales of the cosmic expansion at T » 150 MeV 
(see eqs.(64,108)) one has to impose equilibrium with respect to weak Inter
actions [3] . 

d ~ u - e" • v e: |*d - M u • u e - u w = 0. (134) 
s ~ u - e' • v^ м 8 - M u • M e - М„ и = 0, 
e + v «•» u + v : u - u - u +11 «0. e ^ u *e *ц ve f̂it 

A particular consequence is IM » ff«, i.e., in the plasma the strange quarks 
are as frequent as the down quarks (at least in the given approximations). 

In addition, there are the conservation laws for the baryon, electric and 
the electron, muon and tau lepton charges (cf. eqs. (24) with a « B, Q, E, M, 
T). The net electric charge of the universe must be exceedingly small; we 
take 0: 

n « x nj • (1 - x) n" - 0, (135) 8 • ° ° и п. * 2 n - n.- n . n * n • a • n_ - IU . 0 u d s о p* к* T* T-
The baryon charge is 

n - x n° - (1 - x) n", (136) 
в в в 

. n Q • n • п. • n n" • n • n • n. • n_ • n_ . в u d s, в p* n A T * E -
whlle the leptonlc charges are 

n c " V + V' . M 

^ " V * V n T * V • 
Due to the common form of the conservation laws (24) one can write 
ад 

Tau leptons are, at the temperatures considered, less frequent 

(137) 

and can be neglected. 
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n = a n , n = a n , n = a n . (138) 
E E B * H H B * T Т В I*-~' 

While the baryon density is via the specific entropy restricted (e.g., in 
case of an adiabatic evolution, s/n = const), the neutrino background den
sities are completely unknown. A guess would be L = В with L = V(nE • пи • 
пт) and В = Улв where, however, the distribution the different lepton sorts 
remains open (also a good guess would be ПЕ = пи = пт). With that at disposal 
and with equations (132-138) one can analyze the flavor evolution during and 
after the confinement transition (see Refs.[62,126] for more details). 

For explicit calculations one has to specify the thermodynamlcal poten
tials. Thermodynaruical properties of elementary particles with degeneracy g 
in Ideal gas approximation can be calculated from the thermodynamlcal poten
tial p(T,±u) 

p(T,±u) = g/(6 n 2} S dp p 4/E lexp{(E ± ц)/1) + I]" 1, (139) 
p , 2 2.1/2 E = (m + p ) 

via 
n(T,±u) * 3p(T,±u)/3u. s(T,±n) = Эр(Т,±ц)/аТ, (140) 
) i n = e + p - T s . 

As usual, I = il for fermions and bosons. We neglect Bose condensate states, 
what is Justified in the thermodynamical limit as long as \ц\ < m for the re
spective particles [129]. Since we are dealing with small chemical poten
tials fi/T « 10 this is correct for pions and kaons. In case of the gluons 
the same arguments as for photons apply. In the case that antiparticles to 
the respective particles exist (such as for all fermions and я , К , К ), 
their pressure is p(T,jj) = p(T, +ц) + р(Т,-ц), and the net number density 
reads correspondingly n(T,fi) = n(T,+jLi) - n(T,-u) (Take care for quarks! We 
reserve for them n as baryon net number being a third of the total net num
ber), while for particles which possess no antiparticles (such as gluons, 
photons, л ), p(T,fi) = p(T,>x=0). 

The following fermions can be taken in ultrarelativistic approximation: 
u,d and light s quarks (g = 6, ci eq. (139)), electrons (g = 2), electron, 
muon, tau neutrinos (g = 1): 

p = g [ I 2- „ г + I- M
2 T 2 + / / (24 л 2)], (141) 

r * 8 90 12 r ^ #4 while the Boltzmann approximation can be used for heavy s quarks (g = 6), 
nucleons (protons, neutrons; g -2), lambdas (g = 2), sigmas (Г , £ ; g = 2): 

P = i g b T ( l + i ( M / T ) 2 + ... ), (142) 
4 2 

b - (2 m T / n ) 3 / 2 exp(-m / T), 
where the pressure already Includes the antiparticle contributions and g 
means the degeneracy without antiparticles. 

Ultrarelativistic Bosons without antiparticles (i.e., u = 0) are photons 
(g = 2), gluons (g = 8) and и (g = 1): 

p = i- g rtá T 4; (143) 
* 30 ö 

the charged pions can be regarded either as mutually conjugated particles 
'V' V' 8 = 1 ) 

Sometimes a large strange quark mass is advocated (128); we use however the 
estimates [127] which point to light strange quarks m * 150 MeV, The effect 

S 
of heavy strange quarks is studied in Ref. (126]. 
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P * 8 if" «* T* • I u* T 2 • ...] (144) 
or as Goldstone «odes (u + = 0) 

P * ~ « 2 T*. (145) 
The kaons also being Bosons, can be taken in the Boltzmann approximation 
(142) with g - 1 for K*. K° and U K + « - ^ , ̂  = -u-Q 162.П9.129]. 

With the given approximations the following results are found. One inter
esting outcome is that, even when the total electric charge vanishes, the 
quark islands at the end of the hadronization era (x •» 0) are electrically 
charged up (cf. Fig.24). That means, if the baryon concentration mechanism is 
operative, then it is accompanied by an electric charge separation process. 
This in turn implies a specific proton/neutron asymmetry. The possible im
prints on the primordial nucleosynthesis are not yet investigated. 

A second interesting point is that the matter in the early Universe might 
be rather strange (up to 30%), see Fig.25. 

The idea behind such a detailed flavor analysis is to get restrictions on 
the neutrino chemical potentials, or equivalently on ОСЕ,и,т. But the analysis 
is not yet in this stage. 

As point of theoretical interest we mention the phase equilibrium condi
tions. The detailed equilibrium Ti = T2 , pi = рг and the equalities of the 
chemical potentials according to eq.(133) lead to a hypersurface in the 
thermodynamic state space T-uu-fM-u«. The beta stability condition, us - ud, 
then projects onto a curved surface in the three dimensional state space 
T-fiu-ftd . By means of the conservation laws and the adiabatlcity condition 
s/n = const one gets finally the actual path of the cosmic matter (see Fig.26 
and Refs.[62,119,126,130] for further details and an improved approach). 

5.6. No phase transitions below T = 100 NeV? 
Hatter-antimatter separation may happen after hadronizlng, still at similar 
energies, if at this time the matter is C-symmetric (cf.[69].) However, this 
specific energy is present roughly at t~(10-100) usee. Therefore the horizon 
size is in the order of some km, and by calculating the energy density from 
the radiation law one obtains roughly star masses in causally connected re
gions. Since we are sure about matter dominance in our Galaxy, such a separa
tion mechanism (without serious further assumptions) would be unable to ex
plain the matter-antimatter structure. In addition, Grand Unification can ge
nerate effective CP violation [106], resulting in such X boson decays that 
the final products have quark over antiquark and lepton over antilepton domi
nance, just as seen now around из. Also during the electroweak symmetry 
breaking the baryon asymmetry could be produced 1131 J. If so, then there Is 
matter dominance already at 10 usee, consequently the separation transition 
Is absent. 

And then no further important phase transition is expected. Namely, nuc
lear matter transitions may happen at very roughly nuclear densities and en
ergies. Calculating back from the end of plasma age T a 1 eV, n a 10 cm~ 
one gets that at 10 usee, when the specific energy is in the good range for 
«r-condensate, the density is with 12 orders of magnitude below nuclear den
sity. And oppositely, at nuclear densities T was cca. 1 TeV, well above any 
nuclear transition temperature. So the evolution path of matter obviously has 
avoided these transitions. Note however, that this must not be the case if 
strong density inhomogene!ties appeared. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
During the last two decades the development of Quantum Field Theories enabled 
us to extend our scope to such high energies which characterized the Univ«<-se 
before the hadronic era of the old standard cosmologies. Since the group 
structure of the new theories is necessarily different from that of the -Г-
fective low energy ones, phase transitions appear, which are just welcome to 
solve some notorious problems of the Old Standard Model (such as horizon and 
flatness problems). However, at the present state of art, the proposed 
mechanisms are still of particular character and not without some internal 
difficulties (e.g., need of extreme fine tuning). So the overall impression 
is as if the problem were not finally settled, but some elements of truths 
were already present. In this position just now we cannot do anything else 
but to borrow some guiding principles from other physical disciplines where 
the phase transition is a well treated and experimentally known phenomenon; 
and such an approach seems quite natural too. 

However, one cannot borrow the particular evaluating methods. What may be 
common is the general phenomenologic framework of various transition pheno
mena. These methods are conveniently simple, sufficiently general, and still 
have some predictive power in the sense that they select the parameters rele
vant in the transition process and suggest their evaluation as a further pro
gram of developing the theory. Since, because of essentially different ap
proaches, the phenomenologically most natural one is generally not identical 
with the most natura? one in microscopy, if the two approaches lead to simi
lar results, then the main features of these results are probably correct. 

To use this advantage of a phenomenologic approach, here we have performed 
a systematic survey of general tools of such a description (as thermodyna
mics, continuum mechanics, equations of state etc. ), their capabilities and 
limitations, and applied them in different energy ranges to the cosmologic 
substratum, with the result that phenomenology is indeed able to closely re
produce most features of detailed microscopic descriptions of processes re
lated to changes in symmetries of actual states of fields. We have elaborated 
several different kinds of possible transition scenarios in phenomenology, 
and found there .e.g., several possible inflationary mechanisms (continuous, 
dissipative, tepid, hot etc. ); still with some problems about parameter 
values, but hoping to help to get closer to the "final solution" of these 
problems, and invite the experts of microscopy to fill in the general frames. 

In our actual presentation we tried to give a systematic unifying and 
smooth review of the sequence of cosmic phase transitions. In our scope the 
inflationary рпаье at GUT energy scale and the QCD confinement transition are 
the most interesting ones. In both subjects we have presented till now un
published material such as the detailed study of the nucleatlon theory ap
plied to the GUT symmetry breaking and confinement transition as weil as the 
flavor dynamics. 

We feel that our description of the phase transition dynamics within the 
two-phase mixture model is rather crude, A needed refinement concerns the ex
plicit inclusion of surface c-ffects at phase boundaries. As further refine
ment of the phenomenologic description we consider the inclusion of fluc
tuation, i.e., the order parameter (say the scalar field) fluctuates at 
finite temperature between the values character'/ing the two phases, so pro
ducing transient domains/bubbles of the new and old phases. 

In our presentation we left nearly out a topic of high importance, namely 
the observed baryon asymmetry. This topic deserves a separate review. Here we 
mention only that there are CP1 violating processes during the GUT symmetry 
breaking which are able to produce the observed baryon excess. Very recently, 
also the possibility of generating the baryon excess during the electroweak 
symmetry breaking attracted much attention. 
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With respect to the many interesting and still open questions, we believe 
that the topic of the early Universe and the cosmic evolution will represent 
an attractive field of research also in next years, and many new ideas con
cerning a unifying world picture are to be expected. 
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Fig. 1: A rough sketch of the cosmic evolution as suggested by the hot stan
dard Model. Upper part: vertical lines indicate the relevant particles; at 
the arrows they either decay or combint to heavier complex particles. The 
dashed sections indicate the time span where the presently observed particles 
(except the neutrinos) can carry information on the early stages, since they 
decouple from the other matter. Horizontal lines Indicate important eras 
where the state of the cosmic matter changes essentially. Lower part: It de
picts the corresponding temperature, energy, time and energy density scales. 
Some typical values are marked for orientation. For details consult text. 

Fig. 2: Time evolution of the 
volume fraction of the new 
phase in case of an Isothermal 
nucleatlon process. The time 
is in units of t. 
(*wv /3) 

о 
Full line: 

Avraml approximation, dashed 
line: Ruckenstein-Ihm approxi
mation. 



Fig. 3: The loop structure of 
the pressure as function of 
the temperature for an equa
tion of state with first-order 
transition. At point 0 the 
phase equilibrium conditions 
are fulfilled; on the sections 
0-1 and 0-2 the states are 
metastable (so can be reached 
in fast processes); states on 
the section 1-2 are unstable. 
For more details cf.[39]. An 
analogous picture for the 
pressure and the free energy 
of the van der Waals system 
can be found in Ref.[36]. 

Flg. 4: The loop structure in 
the "interpolating" equation 
of state (73-77). The asympto
tic equations of state are in
dicated by the dotted (low-
temperature phase) and dashed 
(high-temperature phase) li
nes. Observe that the latter 
ones are sufficient to deter
mine the phase equilibrium 
temperature within seme 5'/. er
ror. 

Fig. 5: The cosmic region in a 
double-logarithmic plot of the 
mass (In units of the proton 
mass) vs. the scale factor (in 
units of the proton's Compton 
wavelength). The interior of 
the conic region contains the 
physical states. The lower 
boundary Is the quantum uncer
tainty of localization, while 
the upper one comes from the 
final dominance of gravity 
(black hole). 
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Flg. 6: A characteristic case 
for the cooling of the Uni
verse through г a first order 
(GUT) transition (the time Is 
in units of t = M /u 2) о pi 'сит 
The asymptotic equations of 
state (69-71) use the values 
of eq. (83) (c = 0.5, A 

1.2 
1/9; more details are given in 
Ref.[39]). Full line: transi
tion to the true vacuum; 
dashed line: transition to the 
false one (with higher mini
mum). -
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Flg. 7: Final dimenslonless 
monopolé density г vs. ini
tial one г in the absence of 

l 
inflation with monopolé an
nihilation and pair creation 
according to eq. (93). The 
equilibrium density г is as
sumed to be 10" . Observe the 
two asymptotic plateaus, (c = 
0.5, у = 0.242; for more 
details cf. (811). 

Fig. 8: The scale factor R, 
the temperature T and the 
phase weight x as functions of 
time (in units of tQ -

time 
') for the relaxation 

100t . The parame-
R 1 

ters of the equation of state 
are A is 

tite 

1,2 
u = 1 0 
depend only 
parameters), 
the time t , 
tlon starts. 

1/9, с = 1 and 
GeV (the results 
weakly on these 
The arrow denotes 
where the transi-
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Fig. 9: The comoving entropy 
enhancement £ and the scale 
factor R 
function 
time г 

R 
Flg.8). 

(In units of R ) as 
of the relaxation 
(parameters as in 

Fig. 10: Schematic plot of the 
equation of state. The point С 
indicates the phase equi
librium. Below С the phase 1 
is metastable (supercooled) 
while above С the symmetry-
broken phase 2 is metastable 
(superheated). The heavy arrow 
depicts an Isothermal phase 
transition. The dashed arrow 
depicts a possible transition 
path where both the initial 
and final states are fixed. 

1 

10% 80'/. 907» 
super coo i«*5 

Fig. 11: The comoving entropy 
enhancement £ as function of 
the relative supercooling in 
the isothermal model. The ar
row indicates the estimated 
total entropy of the visible 
part of the Universe. 
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Fig. 12: The thermal nuclea-
tlon rate (In units of w ) as 

о 
function of the temperature 
for several values of the sur
face tension parameter a . 

Fig. 13: The maximum thermal 
nucleation rate w « w(T0) (in 
units of W Q ) as function of 
the • *rface tension parameter 

Fig. 14: The critical, surface 
tension parameter <r accor
ding to eq. (110) as function 
of the energy scale of the 
critical temperature, и .. 

phy« 

A>*yj IM 
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Flg. 15: The scale factor R 
(upper part) and the comoving 
entropy enhancement £ (lower 
part) as functions of the time 
during the phase conversion 
for several values of the sur
face tension parameter <r (1 -
2.064. 2 - 2.06499. 3 - 2.065, 
4 - 2.066). Dashed sections in 
the upper part indicate the 
era where the phase transfor
mation is completed (x = 0), 
and the expansion proceeds as 
R oc Vt. The time is in units 
of (2(VB)~ , and the scale 
factor Is in units of R(t ). 
Curves 3 and 4 represent the 
neverending phase transitions 
(x = 10" and 10" is re
ached). For the curves dis
played, the temperatures are 
continuously decreasing. 
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Flg. 16: Time evolution of the 
temperature squared (in units 
of u ) in viscosity-driven 'GUT ' 
"hot" inflations for two va
lues of the GUT scale para
meter ц _ (full curve: u = 

сит cur 
4.88 10 1 4 GeV: dotted curve: 
H =7.32 10 GeV; с *сит 
\ 2 - 1 / 9 ; 

is In units 
the time т 

of 

0.1, 
t/t 

PI 'CUT The lower value Is 
the standard one calculated 
from the Weinberg angle. With 
the higher value the cooling 
slows down for a time suffi
cient for the (almost) Iso
thermal exponential expansion 
able to substantially dilute 
the monopoles. The arrows de
note the phase transition era 
(for details cf.(102)). 

Fig. 17: The temperature as 
function of the time (т » 2 С 
у/В t) for several values of 
the surface tension parameter 
9 . T denote the beginning 
and end of the equilibrium 
transition. 



Fig. 18: A visualization of 
the hadronlzlng process of the 
quark-gluon plasma (heavy 
dots: hadrons, shadowed areas: 
plasma droplets, between them: 
strings). In the upper left 
part a string is just broken 
into hadrons, while in the 
middle right part a string 
breaks. 

Fig. 19: Allowed regions of 
different conversion types in 
combustion fronts from the 
plasma to hadron matter (I: 
deflagration, II: detonation). 
The dashed line indicates the 
boundary given by a positive 
entropy production across a 
front (above it only the re
verse process is possible). 
The background matter is not 
included. 

Fig. 20: Schematic display of 
the two bubble types in com
bustion processes, a) defla
gration bubble (full lines: 
deflagration front, dashed 
lines: pre-shock). b) detona
tion bubble (full line: de
tonation front, dot-dashed 
lines: weak discontinuity). 
The shadowed area is occupied 
by hadron matter. The doM.rd 
lines indicate stream lines nf 
matter. 



Fig. 21: Snapshots of an ex
panding spherical deflagration 
bubble (full lines: energy 
density (lhs scale), dashed 
lines: velocity (rhs scale)). 
The arrows indicate the equi
librium energy densities of 
hadron natter and plasaa with
out background. 

Fig. 22: A schematic picture 
of the hadronizing cosmic mat
ter. Shadowed areas: hadron 
matter (within deflagration 
fronts), dashed lines: pre-
shocks which cause reheating 
and turbulence. 

Fig. 23: The ratio u/T (in 
units of the inverse specific 
entropy) as function of the 
temperature (full line: hadron 
matter • background, dotted 
line: plasma + background; lhs 
scale). The dashed line shows 
the ratio of chemical poten
tials before and after an is-
entropic transformation as 
function of the equilibrium 
temperature. 



Fig. 24: Schematic plot of the 
time evolution of the electric 
charge in the plasaia phase 
(dashed line) and hadron phase 
(full line). The net charge 
vanishes. The sane behavior is 
obtained for every conserved 
charge. 

Fig. 25a: Ratio of strange to 
non-strange quark abundances 
for the plasma phase as func
tion of a = a + a (cf. eq. -
(138)) for different values of 
the strange quark mass and 
transition temperature. Full 
lines: beginning of the con
finement (x = 1), dashed lines 
(plons are taken with their 
naive quark content) and dot
ted lines (pions are taken as 
Goldstone modes with vanishing 
chemical potential): end of 
the transition era (x <* 0). 

Fig. 25b: Ratio of strange 
baryons to non-strange baryons 
in the hadron phase. The 
strange quark mass effect is 
here negligible. 



Flg. 26: Schematic plot of the 
phase diagram in the Т-ц -u 
state space. Encovered by the 
igloo-like phase boundary 
(with some isotherms on it) is 
the hadron world, and outside 
the word of deconfined quarks 
and gluons. The heavy line de
picts a possible path of the 
Universe before and during 
(here with small reheating) 
and after (dotted section ) 
the transition. 
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